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Abstract  
Mental disorders have become a major concern in public 

health, since they are one of the main causes of the overall disease 

burden worldwide. Depressive disorders are the most common 

mental illnesses, and they constitute the leading cause of disability 

worldwide. Language is one of the main tools on which mental health 

professionals base their understanding of human beings and their 

feelings, as it provides essential information for diagnosing and 

monitoring patients suffering from mental disorders.  

In parallel, social media platforms such as Twitter, allow us 

to observe the activity, thoughts and feelings of people’s daily lives, 

including those of patients suffering from mental disorders such as 

depression. Based on the characteristics and linguistic features of the 

tweets, it is possible to identify signs of depression among Twitter 

users. Moreover, the effect of antidepressant treatments can be linked 

to changes in the features of the tweets posted by depressive users. 

The analysis of this huge volume and diversity of data, the so-

called “Big Data”, can provide relevant information about the course 

of mental disorders and the treatments these patients are receiving, 

which allows us to detect, monitor and predict depressive disorders. 

This thesis presents different studies carried out on Twitter 

data in the Spanish language, with the aim of detecting behavioral 

and linguistic patterns associated to depression, which can constitute 

the basis of new and complementary tools for the diagnose and 

follow-up of patients suffering from this disease. 
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Resumen 
Los trastornos mentales constituyen un problema de la salud 

pública, siendo una de las principales causas de morbilidad en todo 

el mundo. Los trastornos depresivos son las enfermedades mentales 

más comunes y constituyen la mayor causa de discapacidad en el 

mundo. El lenguaje es una de las principales herramientas en el que 

los profesionales de la salud mental se basan para comprender al ser 

humano y sus sentimientos, proporcionando información esencial 

para diagnosticar y monitorizar a los pacientes que padecen 

trastornos mentales.  

Las redes sociales, como Twitter, nos permiten conocer la actividad, 

pensamientos y sentimientos de las personas, incluyendo las que 

padecen depresión. A partir de las características y rasgos lingüísticos 

de sus tweets, es posible identificar signos de depresión entre los 

usuarios de Twitter. Además, el efecto de los tratamientos 

antidepresivos se puede relacionar con cambios en las características 

de los tweets de usuarios depresivos. El análisis de este gran volumen 

y diversidad de datos, “Big Data”, puede aportar información 

relevante sobre la evolución de los trastornos mentales y los 

tratamientos que reciben estos pacientes, permitiendo detectar, 

monitorizar y predecir los trastornos depresivos. 

Esta tesis presenta diferentes estudios realizados sobre datos 

de Twitter en español, con el objetivo de detectar patrones 

conductuales y lingüísticos asociados a la depresión, que pueden 

constituir la base de nuevas herramientas complementarias para el 

diagnóstico y seguimiento de los pacientes que padecen esta 

enfermedad. 
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Preface 
This thesis is focused on the study of depression by means of 

the analysis of social media posts written Spanish. There are no 

studies in this language, since up to mow they have been usually 

focused on messages written in English. In addition, the language 

used in the posts use not to be medical or expert based. This means 

that it was necessary to create new approaches for the selection of 

words related to depression and for making the most of several 

analytical tools to be used.  

Due to the complexity of depression and the extraordinary 

diversity in the way people express themselves when describing their 

illness, it was critical to perform a thorough analysis of the specific 

language used by patients suffering from this condition, before 

deciding the best words to be used for detecting tweets related to this 

disease. In addition, grammatical gender forms should be considered 

when analyzing some languages such as Spanish. For this reason, this 

thesis incorporates a comprehensive revision and collection of 

Spanish words commonly used by patients suffering from 

depression, which is freely available as an open resource for research 

purposes (GitHub), as well as the use of diverse linguistic tools for a 

thorough analysis of the features of tweets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
  

“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be 

understood. Now is the time to understand more, 

 so that we may fear less” 

Marie Curie 
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1.1. Mental health 
 
 
1.1.1. Mental health concept 
 
 

Mental health is an essential component of our health at every 

stage of life, from childhood and adolescence through adulthood. The 

World Health Organization (WHO) defines mental health as a “state 

of well-being in which people realize their potential, cope with the 

normal stresses of life, work productively, and contribute to their 

communities” (WHO, 2013). Good mental health is about being 

cognitive, emotionally and socially healthy, determining the way we 

think and feel in relation with others and how we make choices and 

manage stress. There are several factors, such as genetic, 

sociocultural, economic, political and environmental aspects, which 

shape and influence our mental health. 

 

The WHO’s definition entails a significant advance 

concerning the definition of mental health as a state of absence of 

mental illness. Nevertheless, considering that well-being is a key 

aspect of mental health, it is difficult to adapt it to the many 

challenging life situations, sometimes sad, disgusting, frightening or 

unsatisfactory (Galderisi et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2011).  

 

There is a lack of consensus on the definition of mental health 

that may have several implications for the development of research, 

for the application of health policies and in clinical practice (Manwell 

et al., 2015). For this reason, there is a need to reframe the concept in 
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culturally sensitive and inclusive terms, and the criteria for defining 

mental health have to be empirically and longitudinally validated 

(Vaillant, 2012). 

 

Galderisi et al. (2017) reconceptualize the definition of 

mental health as “a dynamic state of internal equilibrium which 

enables individuals to use their abilities in harmony with universal 

values of society”. That involves the recognition and management of 

our own emotions, the capacity to cope with negative life events and 

adapting to the different social roles that we play. This flexibility 

allows to empathize with others and to find the internal equilibrium 

between the body and mind, both essential components of mental 

health. In this way, in the different periods of life people with good 

mental health may feel positive and negative human emotions but, at 

the same time, they have the ability to adapt to adverse conditions 

and to timely restore the dynamic state of their psychological balance. 

This ability is known as resilience (Galderisi et al., 2015).  

 

Mental health is not an isolated dimension of our health and 

it is influenced by physical and social domains (Huber et al., 2011; 

WHO, 2013). Manwell et al. (2015) proposed a trans-domain model 

of health to develop a comprehensive definition for all aspects of 

health, including cross-cultural points of view and based on the 

aforementioned three domains of health. By expanding these 

domains and considering the dynamic areas of overlapping and 

synergy among them (i.e., autonomy, agency, control and sense of 
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us), the concept of mental health can be more accurately defined as it 

is depicted in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 

 
Transdomain model of health 
 
 

 
 

 

Note. Adapted from Manwell et al. (2015). What is mental health? 

Evidence towards a new definition from a mixed methods 

multidisciplinary international survey. British Medical Journal 

Open, 5(6), e007079. 
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In the last few years, diverse mental health continuum models 

have emerged trying to explain the differences between a good and a 

poor mental health. These models are based on the premise that 

people can move along the continuum during their life. In 2008, 

Suldo and Shaffer (2008) created the first mental health model, 

characterized by a dichotomous approach which equates mental 

health to the absence of mental illness. This model describes ‘health’ 

and ‘illness’ as two separate states. Nevertheless, mental health is not 

just the absence of mental illness (Keyes, 2005), and Suldo’s model 

does not explain why sometimes people may be in a status between 

health and illness, showing symptoms of stress and emotional distress 

but insufficient to diagnose a mental health condition (Bickman, 

1996). 

 

More recently, Keyes suggested a dual continuum model 

(2002). This model argues that mental health and mental illness are 

independent of each other and are not at the opposite side of the same 

continuum (Keyes, 2005). According to this model, mental health is 

a combination of emotional, psychological, and social well-being and 

distinguishes between the concept of “flourishing” to refer to people 

with good mental health and no mental illness, and “languishing” as 

those with severe stress on their mental health (Keyes, 2014). The 

main implication of the dual continuum model is that the absence of 

mental illness does not mean the presence of mental health. 

Nevertheless, the presence of a mental illness does not imply the 

absence of some level of good mental health (Keyes, 2014). The most 

controversial aspect of this model is that it raises that people may 
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have symptoms associated with a mental health condition, but they 

can still be flourishing. However, some authors point out that this 

may only be applied to specific conditions such as chronic 

schizophrenia but not others, such as major depression (Huppert & 

So, 2013). 

 

The different mental health continuum models are seeking to 

cope with the complexity and variability of the mental health concept 

from different approaches. In any case, it is essential to bear in mind 

that the mental health concept is characterized by being 

multidimensional, dynamic and changeable, as it reflects our 

thoughts, feelings, perceptions, behaviors, relationships and day-to-

day functioning.  

 

 
1.1.2. Mental disorders classification 
 
 

As discussed in the previous section, mental health and illness 

are not binary states but a continuum, ranging from normal 

functioning to different types of functional impairment and clinical 

illnesses or disorders. The definition and classification of mental 

disorders are key questions for clinical, public health, and research 

purposes (Clark et al., 2017; Üstün & Ho, 2017). Mental illness, also 

called mental disorder, is a “recognized, medically diagnosable 

illness that results in the significant impairment of an individual’s 

cognitive, affective, or relational abilities” (Epp, 1988). Different 
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definitions of this concept have been proposed over the years and 

have been subject to debate. 

 

The main classifications for the mental disorder are the 

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) (WHO, 2019a) and the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder (DSM) 

(American Psychological Association [APA], 2013). These 

classification systems and nomenclatures have evolved over time as 

scientific knowledge progresses and they provided us an overview of 

what we must understand as a mental disorder. In psychiatry, as other 

areas of medicine, the limits between normality and abnormality, 

based on science, change over time (Kendler, 2009; Stein, 2008; 

Stein et al., 2010). The DSM is used for research due to its operational 

criteria (Clark et al., 2017) while according to a survey conducted 

among nearly 5,000 psychiatrists from 44 countries, 70% of them 

usually applied the ICD in clinical environments, particularly in 

Europe (Reed et al., 2011).  

 

In the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 11th 

Revision, WHO defines a mental disorder as “a mental, behavioral or 

neurodevelopmental disorders are syndromes characterized by 

clinically significant disturbance in an individual's cognition, 

emotional regulation, or behavior that reflects a dysfunction in the 

psychological, biological, or developmental processes that underlie 

mental and behavioral functioning” (WHO, 2019b). 
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The American Psychiatric Association (APA) defined mental 

disorders in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (DSM-5), as “a syndrome characterized by clinically 

significant disturbance in an individual’s cognition, emotion 

regulation, or behavior that reflects a dysfunction in the 

psychological, biological, or developmental processes underlying 

mental functioning. Mental disorders are usually associated with 

significant distress or disability in social, occupational, or other 

important activities” (APA, 2013). The classification of DSM-5’s 

mental disorders is presented in Table 1.  

 
Table 1 
 

High level classification of mental disorders according to DSM-5 
 

DSM-5 Classification 

• Neurodevelopmental Disorders 
• Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders 
• Bipolar and Related Disorders 
• Depressive Disorders 
• Anxiety Disorders 
• Obsessive-Compulsive and Related Disorders 
• Trauma- and Stressor-Related Disorders 
• Dissociative Disorders 
• Somatic Symptom and Related Disorders 
• Feeding and eating Disorders 
• Elimination Disorders  
• Sleep-Wake Disorders 
• Sexual Dysfunctions 
• Gender Dysphoria 
• Disruptive, Impulse-Control, and Conduct Disorders 
• Substance-Related and Addictive Disorders 
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DSM-5 Classification  

• Neurocognitive Disorders 
• Personality Disorders 
• Paraphilic Disorders 
• Other mental Disorders 
• Medication-Induced Movement Disorders and Other 

Adverse Effects of Medication 
• Other Conditions that may be a focus of Clinical 

Attention       

 
Note. Adapted from American Psychiatric Association. (2013). 

Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (5th ed.). 

Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Association; 2013. 

 

The causes of mental disorders are diverse and not fully 

understood. Many of these disorders are caused by a combination of 

biological, psychological and environmental factors that can 

contribute to the development of mental disorders (Arango et al., 

2018). In the same way, the role of the social aspects is critical in the 

etiology and symptomatology for the most of these disorders (Patel 

et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2016). The main social aspects associated 

with several mental disorders are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 
 
Main social aspects associated with mental disorders 
 

Social Aspects of Mental Disorders 

• Demographic factors (i.e., age, gender and ethnicity) 
• Socioeconomic status such as low income, employment, 

income inequality, low education and low social support 
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           Social Aspects of Mental Disorders 

• Neighborhood factors, including inadequate housing, 
overcrowding, neighborhood violence 

• Environmental events such as natural disasters, conflict, 
climate change and migration 

• Social changes in income, urbanization or environmental 
degradation 

 
Note. Adapted from Patel et al. (2009). Social determinants of mental 

disorders. Priority public health conditions: from learning to action 

on social determinants of health. Geneva: World Health 

Organization. 

 

Mental disorders are very complex and heterogeneous 

conditions, which may vary depending on every individual in 

particular and the combination of several different factors (Clark et 

al., 2017). In general, they are characterized by combination of 

abnormal thoughts, perceptions, emotions, behavior and 

relationships with others (WHO, 2018a). These disorders are usually 

associated to significant distress or disability in personal, family, 

social, educational, occupational or other important activities (APA, 

2013; WHO, 2019a). They have devastating consequences for both 

patients and their families and also affect the society through the 

magnitude of the economic impact of mental disorders (Global 

Burden of Disease Study 2013 Collaborators, 2015; Hu, 2004; 

Marcus et al., 2012; Trautmann et al., 2016; Patel et al., 2016; 

Whiteford, et al., 2013; Wongkoblap et al., 2017). This economic 

impact affects directly in the healthcare system, and indirectly on 

productivity and economic growth, even more than other chronic 
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diseases such as cancer or diabetes. The global economic cost of 

mental disorders was around US$2.5 trillion in 2010, and it is 

estimated to double by 2030 (Trautmann, 2016). Moreover, the 

global impact in terms of economic loss is estimated to $16 trillion 

by 2030 (Bloom et al; 2011; Whiteford et al., 2013; Whiteford et al., 

2016). 

 

Likewise, mental conditions are associated with higher 

frequency of comorbidities and people with mental disorders endure 

a high burden of mortality at the individual and population levels 

(Murray & Lopez, 2013; Walker et al., 2015; Whiteford et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, there is a two-way relationship between mental 

disorders and unhealthy behaviors such as poor diet and physical lack 

of activity. These factors contribute to the co-occurrence of mental 

disorders with several physical comorbidities such as cancer, 

cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity, hypertension, 

musculoskeletal or respiratory tract diseases (Bloom et al., 2011; 

Meng et al., 2012; Mnookin, 2016). In addition, mental disorders 

magnify the probability of drug and alcohol abuse, which can involve 

risky sexual behaviors, such as transmitted infectious diseases and 

HIV and other injuries (Bloom et al., 2011). On the other hand, 

mental disorders have been associated to suicide. In fact, patients 

suffering from a mental disorder have an eight-fold increased risk of 

suicide compared to those who do not suffer from this disease (Bloom 

et al., 2011; San Too et al., 2019). Moreover, serious mental disorders 

such schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depressive disorder 

(MDD) have been related to a 60% higher chance of dying 
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prematurely from non-communicable diseases that are disregarded 

because of the mental condition (Vigo et al., 2016). As a whole, 

mental disorders are the cause of 14.3% of deaths worldwide (8 

million deaths per year) (Vigo et al., 2016). All of these 

circumstances have important effects on life expectancy (Charlson et 

al., 2015; Walker et al., 2015; Whiteford et al., 2013). 

 

In this scenario, it is necessary to develop strategies for 

prevention and management aimed to detect and follow up mental 

disorders and their comorbidities, thus reducing unnatural deaths in 

this vulnerable population (Vigo et al., 2016). 

 

 
1.1.3. Mental disorders prevalence 
 
 

In the early 1990s, the first Global Burden of Disease study, 

known as GBD, confirmed that mental health and substance use 

disorders started to be a main concern in global health (Whiteford et 

al., 2013; Whiteford et al., 2016). This first GBD study pointed out 

that mental, neurological and substance use disorders represented 

more than a quarter of all non-fatal burden in terms of years lived 

with disability (YLDs) (Whiteford et al., 2013). In 2010, mental and 

substance use disorders represented the 10.4% of global daily 

disability adjusted life years (DALYs) burden of disease and turned 

into the leading cause of YLDs, liable for 22.9% of global YLDs, 

therefore the GBD adopted the decision of separating these disorders 

from the neurological ones for their estimations (Whiteford et al., 
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2015). Mental and substance use disorders were responsible for 7.4% 

of the global burden of diseases. The most disabling disorder was 

depression (Whiteford et al., 2015).  

In the last few years, mental disorders have become a major 

concern in public health, and they are one of the main causes of the 

overall disease burden worldwide. (Global Burden of Disease Study 

2013 Collaborators, 2013; Marcus et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2016; 

Trautmann et al., 2016; Whiteford et al., 2013; Wongkoblap et al., 

2017). In the next years, the burden of mental health disorders will 

increase, due to the demographic changes such as the growth and 

aging of the world population, as well as the lack of access to 

healthcare and the limited resources (Baingana et al., 2015; Global 

Burden of Disease Study 2013 Collaborators, 2015; Sartorius et al., 

2017). It is estimated that, in both low and middle-income countries, 

80% of the people suffer an episode of a mental disorder in their 

lifetime. These disorders involve a great burden for society, 

representing almost one over three years lived with disability 

worldwide (Mnookin, 2016). In 2016, mental and addictive disorders 

accounted for 7% of all global burden of disease in DALYs and 19% 

of YLD, affecting more than 1 billion people globally. The burdens 

of mental disorders are frequently underestimated (Vigo et al., 2016) 

and around 10% of the world’s population suffer from one or more 

mental disorders (Helliwell et al., 2012; Patel & Saxena, 2014). 

Among all the internalizing disorders such as depressive, bipolar 

anxiety and eating disorders (Krueger, 1999), depression was 

associated with most DALYs for both sexes, with higher rates in 
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women (GBD 2015 DALYs and HALE Collaborators, 2016; Rehm, 

& Shield, 2019). 

Nevertheless, despite these overwhelming situations 

regarding the amount of people suffering from mental and addictive 

disorders, as well as the personal and economic costs as, treatment 

rates are low (Rehm, & Shield, 2019). Meanwhile treatment is 

initiated many years after the disorder begins in developed countries, 

treatment gaps of mental health in developing countries was 

estimated to be around 90% (Whiteford et al., 2013), remaining 

unavailable or inadequate in most of the world (Kohn et al. 2004). In 

this way, there is a global treatment gap between those who need and 

those who received treatment for their mental disorders (between 

32% and 78%, depending on the disorder). In low- and middle-

income countries, between 76% and 85% of people with mental 

disorders do not receive treatment. In high-income countries, this 

percentage drops to 35% and 50% (Wang et al., 2007). Likewise, 

another reason that influences this mental health treatment gap is the 

lack of qualified mental health service providers in a major part of 

the world (Clark et al., 2017). As indicated by WHO, one in every 

ten people will need mental health care at some point in their life, 

however in low-income countries the rate of mental health workers 

is lower as 2 per 100.000 population, compared with more than 70 in 

high-income countries (WHO, 2018b).   

       

Persons with mental illness are mostly neglected. The 

combination of widespread stigma and discrimination contribute to 
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social exclusion and also to the disparity between the global burden 

of mental disorders, and the attention to these conditions (Kleinman, 

2009; Vigo et al.; 2016; Vigo et al., 2019). Healthcare systems 

worldwide have not covered the enormous demand of mental 

disorders, nor do they have the necessary human and financial 

resources (WHO, 2018b). The burden of mental disorders is at least 

two-fold in the less developed countries as compared to the well-

developed ones (Rozatkar, 2016). The healthcare systems spend 

significantly less resources in mental health than in other types of 

diseases, which is reflected in lower availability, accessibility and 

quality of services (Kleinman, 2009; Vigo et al., 2016; Vigo et al.; 

2019), as well as in an inadequate prevention programming (Saxena 

et al., 2007).  

 

In summary, the impact of mental illness on global health 

tends to be underestimated and for this reason it is crucial to support 

research to develop and implement better prevention and treatment 

options, as well as tailor cost-effective interventions culturally 

acceptable, with particular focus on low- and middle-income 

countries (Patell et al., 2018; Pathare et al., 2018; Rehm & Shield, 

2019; Whiteford et al., 2015). 
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1.2. Depression 
 
 
1.2.1. Depression prevalence 
 
 

As it has been demonstrated in several studies, the most 

common mental disorders are anxiety and depression, the latter being 

the disorder with high prevalence worldwide in both developed and 

developing countries and with a major impact on mortality risk by 

suicide (Lepine, 2011; Mnookin, 2016; Whiteford et al., 2016; WHO, 

2017). From 2005 to 2015, the number of people with depression 

increased by around 18% (Ferrari et al., 2013). In 2015, depressive 

disorders led to a total of over 50 million YLD (WHO, 2017) being 

the most disabling disorder (Whiteford et al., 2015; WHO, 2014). 

More than 80% of depressive conditions take place in low- and 

middle-income countries and their frequency varies in different 

WHO regions. Worldwide, depressive disorders are the largest 

contributor to non-fatal health loss (7.5% of all YLD) (WHO, 2017). 

 

In 2015, more than 300 million people were suffering from 

depression (equivalent to 4.4% of the world’s population), being the 

main contributor to global disability (WHO, 2017) (see Fig. 2). In 

other studies, the lifetime prevalence of this disorder was estimated 

to be between 10% to 15% (Lépine et al., 2011). Depression is linked 

to most DALYs for both sexes, with a higher percentage in women 

(Lépine et al., 2011; GBD 2015 DALYs and HALE Collaborators, 

2016; Rehm, & Shield, 2019). 
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Figure 2 
 
Cases of depressive disorder (millions) by WHO Region 
 

 
 
Note. Adapted from World Health Organization. (2017). Depression 

and other common mental disorders: global health estimates. 

Geneva: World Health Organization.  

 

The most recent GBD studies support that depressive 

disorders are a major cause of non-fatal burden, and in 2017 were the 

leading cause (GBD 2016 Disease and Injury Incidence and 

Prevalence Collaborators; GBD 2017 Disease and Injury Incidence 

and Prevalence Collaborators; 2018). Worldwide, over the 28-year 

period studied, depressive disorder jointly low back pain and 

headache disorder were the top causes of YLDs (162 million YLDs 

in 2017) (GBD 2017 Disease and Injury Incidence and Prevalence 

Collaborators, 2018).  
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Depression is the most prevalent mental illness in Spain (Haro 

et al., 2006). According to the latest national health survey carried 

out in Spain in 2017, 6.68% of the Spanish population would have 

diagnosed with depression in the last 12 months (Instituto Nacional 

de Estadística, 2018) and this means that approximately three million 

people would be diagnosed with this disease. However, if we take 

into account that in Spain only 58% of people suffering from 

depression seek help from health services (Gabilondo et al., 2011), it 

is possible that this figure does not reflect the total magnitude of the 

problem. 

 

The amount of people with depression is increasing, 

especially in lower-income countries, due to more people living to 

the age when this condition usually (WHO, 2017). The prevalence of 

this disorder changes depending on age it affects the whole 

population, from children and adolescents to elderly people, reaching 

a peak in older adulthood (7.5% in females and 5.5% in males aged 

55-74 years old) (WHO, 2017). Depression is an episodic disorder 

that usually begins early in life, with an average age of onset between 

the mid to late 20s, however new episodes can appear throughout life. 

In this kind of patient is typical a pattern of remissions and relapses, 

with higher risk of recurrence in the cases of early-onset disorder 

(Lewinsohn et al.; 2000). Many individuals do not recover 

completely from acute episodes and suffer from a persistent 

depressive disorder that entails negative consequences on public 

health worldwide (Gureje, 2011). 
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Depression is frequently comorbid with other mental 

disorders (Kessler et al., 2005) such as anxiety (Hyman et al., 2016). 

This condition increases twice the mortality risk to die prematurely 

of those who suffer from in comparison to the general population and 

constitutes an important risk factor for suicide (Isometsa 2014; 

Hyman et al., 2016; Lépine et al., 2011; Marcus, 2012; WHO, 2017). 

Likewise, this disorder is frequently associated with cardiovascular, 

obesity and other general medical disorders such as type 2 diabetes 

mellitus, coronary artery disease and chronic pain, as well as death 

by all causes (Lépine et al., 2011; Hyman et al., 2016). 

 

Moreover, depression can be long-lasting or recurrent and 

impairs cognitive and social functioning. (WHO, 2019a). This 

disorder has several consequences, both personal and social costs 

(Lépine et al., 2011; Mather & Locar, 2006; Vigo et al, 2016).  

 

For all of this reasons, the prevention and treatment of 

depression constitutes a major medical challenge for this century 

(Lépine et al., 2011). In this sense, the WHO Mental Health Gap 

Action Program (mhGAP) was created with the intention of 

promoting, in the countries, services for people with mental, 

neurological and substance use disorders in the countries, 

incorporating the care from health workers who are not mental health 

specialists (WHO, 2018b). 
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1.2.2. Clinical definition of depression 
 
 

Depressive disorders are characterized by sadness, loss of 

interest and pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed 

sleep or appetite, feelings of tiredness, and poor concentration 

(WHO, 2017). The symptoms of depression vary depending on 

severity of the condition (from mild to severe) and duration (from 

months to years). These disorders constitute a psychiatric mood 

disorder that is associated to an individual’s inability to cope with 

stressful events and situations (Hyman et al., 2016). Most people will 

suffer some form of depression in their lifetime. It is clinically 

distinguished from normal sadness by its severity, duration and 

persistence across time (at least two-weeks period) and context 

(Hyman et al., 2016). These disorders are characterized by a 

collection of psychological, cognitive, behavioral and physical 

symptoms that are described in Table 3.  

  
Table 3 
 
Main symptoms that characterize depressive disorders.  
 

Depressive disorders symptoms  

Psychological - Worthlessness 
- Feeling critical of oneself 
- Overwhelming sadness 
- Anxiety 
- Feeling “empty” inside 
- Feelings of guilt 
- Helplessness 
- Low self-esteem 
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                  Depressive disorders symptoms 

 - Poor self-image 
- Preoccupation with death, dying, suicide 

Cognitive - Thoughts of worthlessness and guilt 
- Suicidal thoughts  
- Decreased ability to concentrate 
- Slowed thinking and speaking- 
- Ruminations 
- Trouble recalling details  
- Increasing preoccupation with depressive 

feelings 
- Decreased ability to make decisions 

Behavioral - Irritability and restlessness 
- Angry outbursts 
- Spending increasing amounts of time 

sleeping 
- Withdrawing from once-pleasurable 

activities 
- Increasing challenges in meeting demands 

of work, home, social, and scholastic life- 
- Self-harm 
- Suicide attempts 

Physical - Changes in psychomotor movements 
- Insomnia or hypersomnia 
- Fatigue and decreased energy 
- Changes in eating patterns 
- Aches and pains 
- Headaches 
- Digestive problems 

 
 

The diagnosis of depression is complex because of the 

heterogeneous nature of this disease and the diverse manifestation of 

the symptoms among individuals, which result in a great number of 

cases that are undetected and untreated, making the prevention, 
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diagnosis, and treatment of the depressive disorders a complicated 

task (Casano & Fava, 2002; Kraus et. al., 2019; Nambisan, 2015; 

Nguyen et al., 2017). 

 

Although the biological mechanisms associated to depression 

are not yet clear enough, several theories related to biochemical, 

immunological and genetic factors have been suggested. In the last 

years, the study of the genetic determinants of mental disorders, and 

in particular depression, has received special attention and, in 

particular, family studies have provided strong evidence of the 

influence of genetic factors as a risk for the development of 

depression. Currently, there are several theories based on the role of 

genes related to exchange of monoamine neuromediators, chronic 

stress and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, disturbances of 

neurogenesis and neuroplasticity, and alterations in the immune 

system and inflammation processes (Duman & Monteggia, 2006; 

Jacobs et al., 2000; Shadrina et al., 2018). Furthermore, in relation 

with genetic factors and their relationship with the establishment of 

personalized treatments with the currently available psychiatric 

drugs, pharmacogenetic testing of individuals can contribute for the 

selection of the best drug treatment for major depressive disorders on 

the basis of the identification of relevant genetic variants (Pérez et 

al., 2017; van Westhhenen et al., 2020). 
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1.2.3. Theories of depression 
 
 

There are diverse psychological theories about depression 

following psychoanalytic, cognitive, behaviorist, and self-aware 

schools. 

 

Psychoanalytic theories on depression point out the 

importance of loss in the onset of depression, above all the loss of 

love and emotional security. These losses cause a severe and 

irrational self-criticism of oneself. Freud asserts that depression 

originates from an excessively severe and dominant super-ego 

(Freud, 1917). 

 

Beck's (1967) cognitive theory of depression postulates that 

three mechanisms are responsible for depression that constitute the 

cognitive triad of negative automatic thinking, the negative self-

schemas and the errors of logic or faulty information processing. The 

first mechanism, the cognitive triad, is made up of negative thoughts 

about the self, the world, and the future. These negative thoughts are 

usually automatic and spontaneous and characteristic of people who 

suffer from depression. People with depression see themselves as 

helpless, useless, and inadequate. They interpret events in the world 

in an unrealistic negative way and see the future as totally hopeless. 

The second mechanism, the negative self-schemas, implies that 

depressive people possess a depressive schema and, consequently, 

they see themselves and the world in deeply negative terms. 

Depressive thinking occurs when these schemas are activated. These 
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negative schemas give rise to the third and final mechanism, errors in 

logic. When the negative schema is activated, a series of illogical 

thoughts or cognitive biases control the thinking. In this way, people 

with negative self-schemas are prone to making logical errors in their 

thinking, since they selectively focus on certain aspects of a situation 

ignoring relevant information (McLeod, 2015). 

 

Behavioral theories of depression emphasize the importance 

of the environment. These theories focus on observable behavior and 

the conditions through which individuals learn the behavior. In this 

way, according to classical conditioning, depression is learned by 

associating certain stimuli with negative emotional states. According 

to operant conditioning, depression is caused by the removal of 

positive reinforcement from the environment. Social learning theory 

holds that depression is learned through observation, imitation, and 

reinforcement (Lewinsohn, 1974). 

 

The theory of self-awareness for depression postulates that 

depressed people think a lot about themselves, highlighting the role 

of self-focused attention (Pyszczynski & Greenberg, 1987). After the 

loss of a central source of self-worth, people are unable to get out of 

a self-regulatory cycle focused on recovering what was lost. 

Consequently, they focus on oneself, magnifying negative emotions 

and the self-blame, which maintains depressive self-focusing and 

exacerbates depression (Pyszczynski & Greenberg, 1987). Durkheim 

(1951) in his theory of the social integration of suicide, argued that 

the breakdown of equilibrium leads to suicide. The individual has the 
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perception of himself as not integrated into society, a perception of 

oneself as detached from social life. This social dysregulation 

influences the depressed person’s perceptions of self and causes 

suicide.  

 

Each of these theories argue a different perspective on the 

causes and signs of depression. However, many of these theories 

support the common view that depression influences the way a 

person perceives themselves and the world around, influencing the 

person's language and have dramatic effects on the behavior. 

 

 
1.2.4. Language and depression relationship 
 
 

Language, as a means of communication, constitutes an 

essential element for providing valuable insights about people’s 

interests, feelings and concerns (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007). It is 

the most common and reliable way that people use to share with 

others the thoughts and feelings about their daily lives (Tausczik & 

Pennebaker, 2010). Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010) pointed out that 

through language, psychiatrists and psychologists try to understand 

human beings from the cognitive, personal, clinical and social points 

of view. Depression modifies the way that people think, feel and 

communicate and, consequently, the analysis of their language is a 

useful way to determine how depression affects their feelings and 

mood. Nevertheless, it is not always easy to understand linguistic 
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behavior and patterns in these patients and, for this reason, it is 

necessary to carry out further research on the topic. 

 

Previous research on the matter has linked everyday language 

use with social behavior and personality (Ramirez-Esparza & et al., 

2008; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). One approach to analyze 

people's language is studying the texts they elaborate. In this regard, 

a well-established link between depression and language use has been 

observed. The study carried out by Stirman and Pennebaker (2001) 

examined the language used for the suicidal and non-suicidal poets. 

The use of first-person singular pronouns was higher in the suicidal 

poets, with fewer mentions related to the social collective. These 

findings are consistent with the aforementioned self-awareness and 

social integration theories. 

 

In this line of research, Rude et al. (2004) considered 

linguistic patterns of currently depressed, formerly depressed and 

never depressed students in an essay task. Depressed students utilized 

significantly more first-person singular pronouns, more negative 

emotions words and less positive emotion words in comparison to the 

never depressed students. The use of first-person singular pronouns 

was more frequent among the depressed people in agreement with 

other studies (Bucci & Freedman, 1981; Weintraub, 1981). This 

increased use of first-person singular pronouns demonstrates the 

attention to self-focus that is consistent with the negative emotional 

states of depression and the reduced attentional resources, 

highlighting the psychological distancing to connect with others 
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(Pennebaker et al, 2003) described by the Beck’s cognitive theory of 

depression (1967) and the self-preoccupation Pyszczynski and 

Greenberg’s theory of depression (1987).  

 

Instead of studying lexical patterns of words, Zinken et al. 

(2010) focused on the study of the syntactic structures of language, 

and by analyzing the syntax of texts from depressed patients, they 

detected improvement of symptoms through the changes in the 

syntactic structures. Zinken et al. (2010) considered that texts may 

not differ in the use of words, but they may vary in their syntactic 

structure and therefore, in the construction of relationships between 

events. The study concluded that depressed individuals were less 

likely to use complex syntactic constructs. 

 

In this sense, the diagnosis and severity of depressive 

disorders is based on different assessment methods such as clinical 

interviews, skilled observation and self-reports, due to the 

complexity of these conditions. The careful evaluation of the patients 

is a prerequisite for an accurate diagnosis (Montgomery, 1980), 

which means that it should be reproducible, stable, generally 

accepted and heuristic. For example, one of the goals of rating scales 

is to increase the forecast accuracy of the clinical prognosis of 

depression (Lader, 1981) since they contribute to provide 

systematized insights on the severity of depressive symptoms and to 

assess the seriousness of the condition, contributing to the decision 

on treatment options. The periodic assessment can guide treatment 

and be indicative of progress (Sharp & Lipsky, 2002). The main 
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advantages of depression rating scales are their capacity to evaluate 

severity and in screening activities (Lee et al., 2010). Each test has 

its own scoring system, but in all of them higher scores reflect more 

severe symptoms. In addition, these tests usually have a statistically 

predetermined cutoff score at which depression symptoms are 

considered significant and, in some cases, allows us to determine 

different levels that are linked to symptom severity (Sharp & Lipsky, 

2002; Gilbody et al., 2005). Nevertheless, sometimes the lack of 

consensus when interpreting the rating scales can lead to 

misdiagnosis of the severity of the patient's depression (Kriston & 

Wolff, 2011). As it was previously mentioned, language plays a 

central role in the diagnosis of depression and these clinical 

instruments and rating scales essentially rely on patient language and 

its interpretation. Several tests and rating scales for screening 

depression are shown in Table 4. The review of the language used in 

these tests, can be used to extract terms related to the expression of 

symptoms related to depression. 

 
Table 4 
 
Tests and rating scales for screening depression  
 

Name of the tests and rating scales for screening depression 

• Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) 
• Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) 
• Carroll Rating Scale for Depression 
• Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale 

(CESD-R) 
• Clinically Useful Depression Outcome Scale (CUDOS)  
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Name of the tests and rating scales for screening depression 

• Goldberg Depression and Anxiety scales (GADS) 
• Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) 
• Hospital Anxiety and Depression de Zigmond and Snaith 

(HAD) 
• Montgomery-Asberg depression rating scales (MADRS) 
• The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) 
• Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) 

 
 
 
 
1.3. Social media 
 
 
1.3.1. General overview 
 
 

The Internet revolutionized the way in which we access 

information, and it had an extraordinary impact on society and culture 

as well as on different fields such as academia, science, business and 

all kinds of industries (Castells, 1996). In turn the creation of the 

World Wide Web (WWW) by Tim Berners-Lee in 1991, which was 

essential in the creation of the “Information Age” (Castells, 1996), 

giving the opportunity to millions of people to interact through the 

Internet. According to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the 

WWW can be defined as “a global hypertext project that enables 

people to work together by combining their knowledge in a web of 

hypertext documents” (W3C, 2020).   
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From the early 2000s, the Internet has been changing from a 

consumption information model, the so-called Web 1.0 (Lupiañez et 

al., 2009), to a user-generated model in which more and more users 

participate actively in providing and sharing content. This new model 

is known as the Web 2.0. Tim O’Reilly (2005) described and 

popularized the term Web 2.0 as: 

Web 2.0 is the network as platform, spanning all connected 

devices; Web 2.0 applications are those that make the most of 

the intrinsic advantages of that platform: delivering software 

as a continually updated from multiple sources, including 

individual users, while providing their own data and services 

in a form that allows remixing by other, creating network 

effects through an architecture of participation, and going 

beyond the page metaphor of Web 1.o to deliver rich user 

experiences. 

 

Web 2.0 entails a common vision of its user community, a 

new perspective in the user’s role in the information technologies 

applications, knowledge and the status of information 

(Constantinides 2008; Fuchs et al. 2010; O’Reilly 2005; Tredinnick 

2006). The evolution of Web 2.0 applications is usually described as 

“social media”. For Gruber (2007), the term social media describes a 

type of websites and applications characterized for the user 

participation and user-generated content. For instance, Kaplan and 

Haenlein (2010, p.61) defined social media as “a group of internet-

based applications that build on the ideological and technological 

foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of 
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user generated content”. In this way, the term Web 2.0 is frequently 

used interchangeably with the term social media, although social 

media is different from Web 2.0 for other authors (Berthon et al., 

2012; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Weinberg & Pehlivan, 2011). 

 

According to Hoffman et al. (2013, p.29) social media is 

determined by “the set of web-based and mobile tools and 

applications that allow people to create (consume) content that can 

be consumed (created) by others and which enables and facilitates 

connections”. All these different definitions highlight the key 

principles that characterized the evolution of the web as an open, 

social and participative environment (Kaplan & Haenlein, 

2010; O’Reilly, 2007; Ravenscroft, 2009). This second generation of 

web technologies open up new types of content generation and 

sharing, democratizing the exchange of knowledge (Hasan & Pfaff, 

2006; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Stenmark, 2008). 

 

Currently, there is a great diversity of social media platforms 

that offer a multitude of independent and integrated services with 

common features (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Obar & Wildam, 2015), 

which are based on the same philosophy of user-generated content 

that constitutes the essence of Web 2.0 (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; 

Obar & Wildam, 2015). Users of these platforms can access these 

services via web-based apps on personal computers, laptops and 

mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets). Individuals, 

organizations and communities, using their service-specific profiles 

for the website or app, are able to participate in these interactive 
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platforms, by accessing, sharing, co-creating and modifying user-

generated and self-curated content posted online (Boyd & Ellison, 

2007; Obar & Wildam, 2015; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). Each social 

media organization designs and maintains the website or app and 

facilitates the creation of online social networks and the connection 

among user’s profiles and groups (Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Obar & 

Wildam, 2015). Table 5 shows the description of the different types 

of social media platforms. 

 

Table 5 
 
Description of different types of social media platforms 
 

Type of social 

media platform 

Description 

Blogs It is a chronological list of postings, which can 
be read and commented by other users.  

Business 
networks 

Registered users create a personal profile and 
share different details related to the type and 
duration of their education, professional 
experience and expert knowledge.  

Collaborative  
projects 

These initiatives get together internet users 
with a common interest or knowledge with the 
objective to develop, improve, analyze and/or 
test projects. The results of this collaboration 
(e.g., programs, findings or games) are 
distributed as open source and made available 
to the public free of charge. 
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Type of social 

media platform 

Description 

Enterprise social 

networks 

These networks are open for registration only 

to employees of a specific company, ensuring  

 that their employees know one another and 
exchange experiences and ideas. 

Forums These virtual spaces are discussion platforms 
where users can ask and/or answer other users’ 
questions and exchange thoughts, opinions or 
experiences.  

Microblogs They are characterized by short entries that 
can be read by anyone. Postings may include 
pictures or links. Users can follow other users, 
institutions, organizations or celebrities. 

Photo-sharing These websites allow users to upload, host, 
manage and share photos. 

Products/ 

services review 

These reviewing websites provide information 
about products including customers’ reviews. 

Social  

bookmarking 

These platforms permit users to centralize, 
save and organize internet bookmarks and 
share with other users.  

Social  

gamming 

These online games require social interaction 
between players. 

Social  

networks 

These networks connect people that meet each 
other, share common interests or similar 
activities. Users have an individual profile to  
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Type of social 

media platform 

Description 

 share thoughts, pictures or links and to interact 
with other users. 

Video sharing Users may upload and share personal, business 
or royalty-free videos and to watch them 
legally. Most websites offer the opportunity to 
comment on specific videos.  

Virtual worlds Users can create a personal avatar and explore 
the virtual world, participate in its activities or 
communicate with other avatars. 

 

Note. Adapted from Aichner, T., & Jacob, F. (2015). Measuring the 

degree of corporate social media use. International Journal of Market 

Research, 57(2), 257-276. 

 

 Social media and the way their users participate and interact 

in these platforms has aroused great interest among scientists, 

generating a huge number of publications related to this subject. 

Regarding the biomedical domain, the concept “Social Media” was 

introduced in 2012 as a main concept in the Medical Subject 

Headings (MeSH), the most important thesaurus of PubMed, the 

bibliographic database of reference for scientific publications. Web 

2.0, Social Medium and Twitter Messaging are considered entry 

terms (synonyms, alternate forms or closely related terms) of Social 

Media in MeSH. According to the MeSH thesaurus, social media are:  
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Platforms that provide the ability and tools to create and 

publish information accessed via the INTERNET. Generally, 

these platforms have three characteristics with content user 

generated, high degree of interaction between creator and 

viewer, and easily integrated with other sites (National 

Library of Medicine, 2012).  

 

Since its first mention in 2005, the interest in this subject has 

been increasing every year from the scientific point of view based on 

the number of publications included in PubMed as is shown in Figure 

3. 
 
Figure 3 

Number of publications in PubMed about Social Media in the last 15 
years  
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1.3.2. Twitter 
 

Twitter is a free microblogging and social networking service 

created by Jack Dorsey that was launched in 2006. It is one of the 

most important social media platforms in terms of number of users, 

totalizing more than 330 million active users worldwide (Clement, 

2019).  

Each Twitter user can create one or more accounts including 

basic personal information although this is not necessary. It is 

possible to customize the account and to decide if it should be 

protected or open to anyone (Meskó, 2013). In Figure 4, the 

homepage of a user is shown. 

 

Figure 4 

Twitter account homepage 
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A tweet is an online posting created by a Twitter user. You 

can publish a tweet using a computer, a tablet or a mobile phone. The 

main definitions related to a tweet are: 

- Tweets: 280 characters (text, links, multimedia) 

-  Retweets: RT (MT: RT modified) 

-  Answering someone: @angelaleism 

-  Direct message: D (only if it is a follower) 

-  Bookmarks: bookmarking and sharing tweets 

-  Hashtag (“#”): expressions used to tag messages with a #topic  

-  Following (following someone) 

-  Followers (someone’s followers 

In Figure 5, a tweet and its main elements are shown. 

Figure 5 

Main elements of a posted tweet 
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Since November 2017, the maximum number of characters of 

a tweet has been increased from 140 to 280. In almost 90% of users’ 

accounts, the tweets are freely available and provide a huge amount 

of data that can collected in real-time (Alvaro et al., 2015; Audeh et 

al., 2020; Eysenbach, 2009; Nikfarjam et al., 2015; Pierce et al., 

2017; Sarker et al., 2015;). The users from Spanish-speaking 

countries are among the most active on Twitter in the world 

(Clement, 2019). 

 
 
 
1.3.3. Digital phenotype 
 
 

Social media platforms were not set up with health-related 

purposes in mind (Salathé, 2016; Sarker et al., 2015), but millions of 

people publicly share personal health information on them (Adrover 

et al., 2015; Nikfarjam et al., 2015). Consequently, social media 

represents an important source of health information, which is more 

easily and broadly available than other sources of health information, 

being unsolicited, spontaneous and permanently updated (Salathé, 

2016; Sarker et al., 2015). 

 

The widespread access to digital technologies such as 

smartphones, mobile applications, wearable devices and social 

media, have changed the way people communicate and interact with 

each other and with the world around them (Naslund, Gonsalves, 

Gruebner et al., 2019). In 2020, over 3.6 billion people were using 
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social media worldwide and it is expected that the number of users 

will increase to more than 4.4 billion in 2025 (Clement, 2020).  

 

In this context, infodemiology approaches have been 

developed and applied to better understand the dynamics of these 

platforms when used as a health information source (Eysenbach, 

2009; Lardon et al., 2018; Salathé, 2018). The infodemiology term 

was established by Eysenbach (2009) in the following way 

“infodemiology can be defined as the science of distribution and 

determinants of information in an electronic medium, specifically the 

Internet, or in a population, with the ultimate aim to inform public 

health and public policy”. 

 

The use of infodemiology for surveillance purposes, the so-

called infoveillance (Eysenbach, 2009), focus on public health 

related concerns, and use online information for monitoring them. In 

this sense, social media can be used as an additional tool for health 

monitoring and surveillance. Considering that social media users 

share relevant health-related information, such as experiences with 

prescribed drugs (Freifeld et al., 2014), cancer patients’ sentiments 

(Crannell et al., 2016), opinions on vaccines (Radzikowski et al., 

2016; Surian et al., 2016), diabetes sentiment (Gabarron et al., 2019),  

rare diseases or healthy eating seeking support (Leis et al., 2013; 

Subirats et al., 2018), online conversations on epidemic outbreaks 

such as COVID-19 or Zika (Chen et al., 2020; Finch, et al., 2016; 

Stefanidis et al., 2016), this information can be used as a 

complementary source for decision-making. Online sources of big 
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data provide new possibilities to study users’ behavior (Nikfarjam et 

al, 2015), detect patterns in human behavior and illness trajectories 

(Naslund, Gonsalves, Gruebner et al., 2019), health dynamics in 

populations (Salathé, 2018), monitor disease risk (Llieva & 

McPhearson, 2018) and to inform providers about the development 

of targeted interventions (Insel, 2018). The use of data generated 

outside the formal channels used by the public health systems 

constitute an emerging field, also called digital epidemiology 

(Salathé, 2018). 

 

The human interaction with social media tools contributes to 

build the so-called digital phenotype, reshaping disease expression in 

terms of the lived experience of individuals and detecting early onset 

of several conditions (Jain et al., 2015). In the same way, the daily 

interactions of people connected to the Internet generates a trail of 

data that has been defined by different authors as digital footprints 

(Bidargaddi et al., 2017; Gittelman et al., 2015; Kosinski et al., 2013; 

Youyou et al., 2015), expanding the previous definition of digital 

footprints to include the data generated during the interaction with 

smartphones and other devices or gadgets. These digital footprints 

allow us to obtain data in real time from different personal contexts 

(social, occupational and domestic) of daily life, which can influence 

the person’s mental state (Bidargaddi et al., 2017). These data 

characterize the behavior of individuals and their environment, 

reflecting their longitudinal changes, which linked to mental health 

data, can contribute to a better understanding of the etiology of 

psychiatric problems (Bidargaddi et al., 2017). 
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These digital footprints can be an important information 

resource for epidemiological research of psychiatric disorders, 

contributing to the refinement of the diagnostic criteria or to monitor 

the response to treatment. Some studies have demonstrated the 

suitability of mobile phone data to obtain various behavioral 

indicators of mental health (Glenn & Monteith, 2014), their 

contribution to the characterization of the longitudinal phenotype in 

psychiatry (Wenzel et al., 2016), and their potential for collecting 

such data from psychiatric patients (Ben-Zeev et al., 2015; Saeb, 

2015; Schwartz, 2016). 

 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that users are surprisingly 

willing to share their data for research purposes and for the benefit of 

other patients (Ennis et al., 2012). Consequently, there is a need to 

develop strategies that offer people better control of their diverse 

digital footprints giving the opportunity of deciding what kind of 

information they want to share in order to balance the risk and 

benefits of using such data. 

 
 
 
1.3.4. Social media and depression 
 
 

The social nature of social media platforms, such as 

Facebook, Twitter, Reddit or Instagram among many others, allows 

us to detect social patterns, thereby revealing key aspects of mental 

disorders (Coppersmith, Drezde & Harman, 2014). Nowadays these 

platforms have become an important source of health-related 
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information, including that related to mental disorders. The huge 

amount of health data present in social media can be monitored and 

analyzed by using advanced tools based on big data analytics such as 

text mining, natural language processing (NLP) and machine 

learning technologies. Text mining is “the task of extracting 

meaningful information from text”, and NLP is a “subfield of 

computer science, artificial intelligence and linguistics which aims at 

understanding of natural language using computers” (Allahyari et al., 

2017). The use of these methodologies has shown to be effective in 

supporting and automating the identification of early signs of mental 

illness in their users by analyzing the content shared in the Web 

(Conway & O’Connor, 2016; Paul & Drezde, 2011; Park et al., 

2012). These methods for studying mental health, an emerging 

research area, bring new opportunities to develop research and 

interventions in mental health. Furthermore, these methods can 

expand our understanding of mental disorders with the aim of 

advancing in the implementation of early and effective interventions, 

having a particularly beneficial impact in lower income healthcare 

services (Naslund, Gonsalves, Gruebener et al., 2019).  

 

The analysis of the messages posted on social media 

platforms may provide information about many personality traits, 

lifestyles, and psychological disorders (Paul & Dredze, 2011; Prieto 

et al., 2014; Thackeray et al., 2013). By analyzing huge amounts of 

text, researchers can link everyday language use with social behavior 

and personality (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010; Ramirez-Esparza & 

et al., 2008). The perceived anonymity of social media encourages its 
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users to be more willing to self-report health information, such as 

details of their mental disorders and treatments received. In addition, 

such media are seen as a way to communicate and receive support 

from others with similar experiences, avoiding in some cases the 

isolation and social stigma of these conditions (Berry et al., 2017; 

Coppersmith et al., 2015; Ferrari et al, 2013; Nguyen et al., 2015; 

Pavalanathan & De Choudhury, 2015; Prieto et al., 2014).  

 

There are many studies, usually focused on messages written 

in English, which have used data mining and machine learning 

techniques on social media platforms to automatically identify people 

with mental health problems, such as posttraumatic stress disorder, 

schizophrenia, eating disorders or suicidal ideation among others 

(Arseniev-Koehler et al., 2016; Birnbaum et al., 2017; Conway & 

O’Connor, 2016; Coppersmith, Harman & Drezde, 2014; Hswen et 

al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2014) and to detect 

seasonal patterns of searches performed on the Internet about 

psychiatric disorders (Soreni et al., 2019). 

 
Considering that depression is the most prevalent mental 

disorder, there are several studies that analyze the different forms of 

expression and manifestations of depressive conditions on social 

media platforms. These studies have found that people with 

depression often use social media to talk about their illness and drugs 

they are taking, share information and experiences, seek social 

support and advice trying to reduce their social isolation, and manage 

their mental illness (Berry et al., 2017; Cavazos-Rehg et al., 2016; 

Coppersmith et al., 2015; De Choudhury, Gamon, Counts et al., 
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2013; Naslund et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2015; Wilson & Valstar, 

2014).  

 

Several studies were carried out mining Twitter about 

depressive symptoms with the aim of detecting and monitoring 

depression. In these studies diverse features of post messages were 

analysed, such as the number and frequency of tweets, distribution 

throughout the day and night hours and their seasonal character, 

frequencies of words of different grammatical categories, and 

emotions associated with the words used (Cavazos et al., 2016; De 

Choudhury, Counts, Horvitz, 2013; De Choudhury, Gamon, Counts 

et al., 2013; Mowery et al. 2017; Nambisan et al., 2015; Park et al., 

2012;  Reece et al.; 2017; Wilson & Valstar, 2014). 

 

Other studies were focused on the detection of markers of 

depression in posts on Instagram, using images, text and behavior 

features (Reece & Danforth, 2017; Chiu et al., 2020; Reece & 

Danforth, 2017), observing that the community-generated data can 

constitute a complementary data to identify depression among social 

media users (Ricard et al., 2018). In addition, the analysis of Internet 

forums showed that absolutist words tracked the severity of affective 

disorders more faithfully than negative emotion words (Al-Mosaiwi 

& Johnstone, 2018). Also, several studies showed the utility of 

analyzing social media platforms to detect depression, such as the 

analysis of language used on Facebook to predict the diagnosis of 

depression stated in electronic health records (Eichstaedt et al., 

2018), the detection and prediction onset of post-partum depression 
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on Facebook as well (De Choudhury, Counts, Horvitz et al, 2014) or 

the detection of depression related posts in Reddit (Tadesse et al., 

2019). 

Likewise, mining drug-related information from Twitter has 

been applied and several studies have shown that social media can be 

used as a complementary source for pharmacovigilance and 

monitoring (Carbonell et al., 2015; Freifeld et al., 2014; O’Connor et 

al., 2014; Salathé, 2016). This approach can be useful to identify 

users’ mentions of drugs intake on social media, to obtain 

information on how patients respond to the pharmacological 

treatments they are receiving (Kiritchenko et al., 2017; Klein et al., 

2017; Mahata et al., 2018), or to analyze users’ tweets regarding 

adverse events associated to a particular treatment (Adrover et al., 

2015; Nikfarjam et al., 2019; Pierce et al., 2017; Segura-Bedmar et 

al., 2015). 

  

According to some studies, it is common that patients 

suffering from depression do not maintain the duration of 

antidepressant treatment that is clinically recommended (Royal 

College of Psychiatrists, 2019; National Institute for Health and Care 

Excellence (NICE), 2018; De Choudhury & De, 2014). Taking into 

account that the importance of adherence to treatment is essential for 

disease remission (Anghelescu et al., 2006; De las Cuevas et al., 

2014; Mitchell, 2016; Martin-Vazquez, 2016), the use of social 

media-based approaches to monitor patients constitutes an attractive 

opportunity for the detection of changes in symptoms when patients 

are taking medications, which not only provide interesting insights 
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for monitoring pharmacological treatments, but also for controlling 

the evolution of the disease and the treatment adherence.  

 

This emerging area of research can help healthcare 

professionals and institutions in the decision-making processes to 

ensure better management of patients suffering from depression. 
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2. OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 “Getting information off the Internet is like 

taking a drink from a fire hydrant” 

                                                               Mitch Kapor 
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Mental disorders in general, and depression in particular, 

constitute a public health concern worldwide. The availability of 

innovative instruments and tools for the diagnosis and monitoring of 

these diseases is foremost. 

 

The detection and interpretation of depression-related 

behavioral and linguistic patterns in messages on social media 

environments such as Twitter have the potential to constitute a new 

tool of the detection and follow-up of depressive patients, including 

their pharmacological treatment.  

 

There are no studies about depression that analyze messages 

on social media written in Spanish. Taking into account that Spanish 

speaking countries, are among the most active Twitter users in the 

world, the analysis of this information using big data analytics can 

contribute to better understand and monitor depressive users. 

 

The general objective of this thesis is to study the usefulness 

of social media for detecting and characterizing behavioral and 

linguistic patterns in messages on social media in Spanish language 

and linking them to the expression of depression and to effect of 

antidepressant medication. 
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The specific objectives are the following: 

 

1. To identify the linguistic features of tweets and the behavioral 

patterns of the corresponding Twitter users that could suggest 

signs of depression. 

 

2. To determine the usefulness of text mining and natural 

language processing tools for the analysis of tweets in 

Spanish language. 

 

3. To create a comprehensive collection of Spanish words 

commonly used by patients suffering from depression, which 

will be used for detecting depression in Twitter users. 

 

4. To detect the existence of changes in behavioral and linguistic 

features of Twitter users associated with the mention of 

antidepressant medication. 
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3. DESIGNING A STUDY ON TWITTER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

    “You affect the world by what you browse” 

                                                      Tim Bernes-Lee 
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The definition and implementation of proper computational 

approaches to consistently access and retrieve content of interest 

from Twitter (i.e., tweets with particular characteristics) constitutes 

an essential step to be carried out before any further analysis of the 

data. Twitter provides users with an Application Programming 

Interface (API), described in more details hereinafter, useful to 

enable programmatic data retrieval from its platform. 

 

This section describes: (i) the data structure of a tweet (i.e., 

the pieces of information provided by Twitter in order to describe a 

tweet, including its textual content, the ID of the user publishing the 

tweet, the publication time, etc.); (ii) the API of Twitter and the way 

such API has been exploited to crawl tweets; (iii) the approach 

followed to properly analyze the content of tweets with the aim of 

extracting the linguistic and semantic features considered in this 

dissertation. 

 

3.1. Data structure of a tweet  
 

Tweets are the basic blocks of information used to share 

content on Twitter. Tweets are also known as “status updates”. Each 

tweet is characterized by a long list of attributes or fields, describing 

several pieces of information useful to characterize it, including an 

unambiguous identifier assigned by Twitter (id field), the date the 

tweet has been posted (created at field), the text of the tweet (text 

field) and a set of metadata describing the author of the tweet (user 

field) (Twitter, 2020b). The contents of tweets are distributed by 
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Tweeter by relying on the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data-

interchange format. As an example, Figure 6 shows a tweet as 

rendered by the Twitter Web application, while Figure 7 provides the 

JSON-based serialization of the contents of the same tweet. 

 
Figure 6 
 
A tweet in a human readable format 
 

 
Note. Obtained from Kevin Pho [@kevinmd]. Physician burnout 

starts in medical school. But it doesn’t have to [Tweet]. 

 

The rendered JSON format of the previous tweet will be a mix 

of different attributes or fields. Below, an example that includes some 

of the most fundamental attributes and child objects, which are 
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represented here with the { } notation, corresponding to the 

information contained in the previous human readable tweet (Figure 

6). 

 

Figure 7 

 
JSON-based serialization of tweet content of Figure 6 
 

{ 

"created_at": "Sat Sep 05 15:02:52 +0000 2015", 

   "id": 640797582453788672,  

    "id_str": "640178287629631489",  

"text": "RT @kevinmd: Physician burnout starts in medical 

school.  But it doesn\u2019t have to. 

http://t.co/KMIbpSWXd5 http://t.co/IuRuWLSJ4R", 

     "user": { }, 

"entities": { }                       

} 

 
 

Twitter defines a data format useful to exploit the content of 

each tweet. Below in the Table 6, the information concerning the 

most relevant root-level attributes used in the analysis performed in 

this thesis are shown, including the name of the variable or attribute, 

the type of variable and its description: 
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Table 6 
 

Most relevant attributes used in the analysis performed 

Attribute Type Description 
 

created_at String UTC time when this Tweet was created. 
Example: "created_at": "Wed Oct 10 20:19:24 
+0000 2018" 
 
 
 
 
 

id Int64 Integer representation of the unique identifier 
for this Tweet. This number is greater than 53 
bits and some programming languages may 
have difficulty/silent defects in interpreting it. 
Using a signed 64 bit integer for storing this 
identifier is safe. Use id_str to fetch the 
identifier to be safe. See Twitter IDs for more 
information. 
Example: "id":1050118621198921728 
 

id_str String String representation of the unique identifier for 
this Tweet. Implementations should use this 
rather than the large integer in id. Example: 
"id_str":"1050118621198921728" 
 

text String Actual UTF-8 text of the status update. See 
twitter-text for details on what characters are 
currently considered valid. 
Example: "text": "To make room for more 
expression, we will now count all emojis as 
equal-including hose with gender and skin t… 
https://t.co/MkGjXf9aXm" 
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Attribute Type Description 
 

user User 
object 

User who posted this Tweet. See User data  
dictionary for complete list of attributes. 
Example 
highlighting 
select attributes: 
 { "user": { 
    "id": 6253282, 
    "id_str": "6253282", 
    "name": "Twitter API", 
    "screen_name": "TwitterAPI", 
    "location": "San Francisco, CA", 
    "url": "https://developer.twitter.com", 
    "description": "The Real Twitter API. Tweets  
about API changes, service issues and our 
Developer  
Platform. Don't get an answer? It's on my 
website.", 
    "verified": true, 
    "followers_count": 6129794, 
    "friends_count": 12, 
    "listed_count": 12899, 
    "favourites_count": 31, 
    "statuses_count": 3658, 
    "created_at": "Wed May 23 06:01:13 +0000 
2007", 
    "utc_offset": null, 
    "time_zone": null, 
    "geo_enabled": false, 
    "lang": "en", 
    "contributors_enabled": false, 
    "is_translator": false, 
    "profile_background_color": "null", 
    "profile_background_image_url": "null", 
    "profile_background_image_url_https": 
"null", 
    "profile_link_color": "null", 
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Attribute Type Description 
      "profile_sidebar_border_color": "null",    

"profile_sidebar_fill_color": "null", 
    "profile_text_color": "null", 
    "profile_use_background_image": null, 
    "profile_image_url": "null", 
    "profile_image_url_https":  
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/ 
942858479592554497/ 
BbazLO9L_normal.jpg", 
    "profile_banner_url":  
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_banners/ 
6253282/1497491515", 
    "default_profile": false, 
    "default_profile_image": false, 
    "following": null, 
    "follow_request_sent": null, 
    "notifications": null 
  } 
} 
 

entities Entities Entities which have been parsed out of the text 
of the Tweet. See Entities in Twitter Objects for 
additional information. Example: 
"entities": 
{ 
    "hashtags":[], 
    "urls":[], 
    "user_mentions":[], 
    "media":[], 
    "symbols":[] 
    "polls":[] 
} 
 

retweeted Boolean Indicates whether this Tweet has been 
Retweeted by the authenticating user. 
Example: "retweeted":false 
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Note. Obtained from Twitter Developer. Getting started guide.   

 

 

3.2. Twitter Application Programming Interface 
(API) 
 

A properly authorized Twitter developer account is needed in 

order to get access to the Twitter API and retrieve data from Twitter. 

This account allows users to access the different services (i.e., API 

endpoints) that Twitter offers to obtain tweets. Below we provide an 

overview of the four fundamental steps required to activate a Twitter 

developer account: 

 

1) The user has to apply and receive approval for a 

developer account. 

To make any request to the Twitter API, the user must first 

apply for a developer account, and have the use case 

approved. Once approved, the user can create a project and 

connect an associated Developer App which will provide a 

Attribute Type Description 
 

lang String Nullable. When present, indicates a BCP 47 
language 
identifier corresponding to the machine-
detected language of the tweet text, or "und" if 
no language could be detected. Example: 
"lang":"en" 
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set of credentials that the user will use to authenticate all 

requests to the API. 

 

2) The user has to save the App's Key and Tokens and 

keep them secure. 

Within the developer App, the user will be provided of a set 

of API Keys (also known as Consumer Keys). The user will 

also have the possibility to generate a set of Access Tokens 

(the security credentials for a login session that identify the 

user), which can be used to make requests on behalf of their 

personal Twitter account.  

 

3) Set up the user’s access. 

At this point in time, there are a few different access tiers 

across two different versions of the Twitter API endpoints 

that require different provisioning and authentication 

methods.  

 

4) The user can make the first request. 

Once the user has access, she is ready to get started using the 

Twitter API. Twitter has quick start guides for many of its 

endpoints, including several useful tools, libraries, and 

tutorials. 

 

Once a developer account is created, several Twitter API clients 

spanning over a varied set of programming languages are available 

to access Twitter accounts and retrieve tweets.  
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3.3. Twitter crawler 
 

A crawler is a computer program that explores Web content in order 

to gather information of interest. In this thesis a Java-based tool 

developed by Dr. Francesco Ronzano of the Research Programme on 

Biomedical Informatics (GRIB, IMIM-UPF) was used in order to 

crawl Twitter for obtaining the tweets that were subsequently 

analyzed. The different necessary steps for configuring the Twitter 

crawler are described in the following website:  

https://github.com/fra82/twitter-crawler. 

 

We decided to use the Twitter API, filter tweets by Spanish 

language and use the set of keywords described in the Results 

(sections 4.2 and 4.3) in order to select tweets of interest. The set of 

keywords used to filter content from Twitter stream is usually 

specific to the topic of each study. It is worth mentioning that Twitter 

applies an algorithm using that makes use of diverse features of the 

tweets, such as linguistic content and words used or users’ profiles, 

to assign a language to each tweet. In our case, tweets were not 

filtered by geographical information due to the slight percentage of 

users providing this information. 

- Tweets and retweets were collected, even though retweets 

were excluded from all the analyses except the analysis that 

required to know the total number of tweets and retweets 

posted per hour and the number of tweets and retweets issued 

throughout the week. 
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- The fields of tweets used for the analysis were: user id, text 

of the tweet, tweet id, date of the tweet and time zone. Time 

zones were normalized to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 

using a program in order to make time across distinct time-

zones comparable. 

 

3.4. Preprocessing and normalization of text 
 

Once the tweets of interest were collected, it is necessary to 

process them applying several procedures: 

- A list of 210 stopwords in Spanish have been removed from 

the text of each tweet. Stopwords are the most commonly 

used words in a language; they are usually filtered out when 

textual data is analyzed. Indeed, stopwords are words that do 

not provide any useful information because they do not have 

a defined meaning, or they are too frequent. Some examples 

of these words in Spanish are: un, una, también, en, por, 

encima, arriba, uso, lo, la, and so on. The complete list of 

these words is provided in Appendix 4. The images, links and 

emojis included in each tweet were not analyzed due to the 

extremely low percentage of tweets including them. All the 

words included in the tweets were analyzed by applying the 

same approach, treating the hashtags as words by removing 

the hash char (‘#’). Hashtags are words preceded by a hash 

sign (#) that are used in microblogging services such as 

Twitter. 
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The textual content of each tweet was analyzed by means of the 

following sequence of steps: 

- Tokenization of words (word and punctuation splitting) and 

punctuation removal, thus creating a list of words. After that, 

the words were grouped into sentences again. The 

tokenization process was performed by means of a custom 

Twitter tokenizer included in the Natural Language Toolkit 

(NLTK Project, 2020). 

- A Part of Speech (POS) was assigned to each token (words). 

In this process the words are classified according to their 

grammatical category and tagged (part-of-speech tags). 

The Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging process were performed 

by means of the Freeling Natural Language Processing 

(FreeLing) tool in order to analyze the usage patterns of 

grammatical categories (e.g., adjectives, nouns, or pronouns) 

in the text of tweets (Padró & Stanilovsky, 2012). FreeLing is 

an open-source language analysis tool, which consists of a 

C++ library providing language analysis functionalities for 

different languages including Spanish and provides the output 

in the desired format (XML, JSON, CoNLL). These tools are 

developed and maintained by the TALP Research Center, in 

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. There are other natural 

language processing (NLP) tools tailored to analyze Spanish 

texts, such as the CoreNLP created by the Natural Language 

Processing Group at Stanford University. Nevertheless, we 
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used FreeLing because we consider that is a robust tool for 

NLP (Natural Language Processing) in Spanish.  

 

Other linguistic analyses that were carried out were: 

- Identification of negations performed by relying on a custom 

list of Spanish negation expressions, such as nada (nothing), 

nadie (nobody), no (no), nunca (never), and alike: we 

considered exclusively negations that are expressed using 

simple words, referred as to sentential negations. 

- Identification of occurrences of positive and negative words 

inside the text of each tweet by means of two Spanish polarity 

lexicons:  

1. The Spanish Sentiment Lexicon (Pérez-Rosas et al., 

2012). This lexicon consists of 1,347 words that are 

classified in two categories, positive and negative 

polarity words. 

2. The Spanish SentiCon Lexicon (Cruz et al., 2014). 

This lexicon consists of 11,542 words with a score of 

polarity between -1.0 (negative) and 1.0 (positive). 

We exploited these different lexicons to consider and 

compare two approaches of modeling polarity in Spanish 

texts, thus reducing any language modeling bias that the use 

of a single language resource could introduce. In Figure 8, an 

example of polarity analysis of a tweet is show.  

Some examples of words relate to positive and negative 

polarity are: 
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- Positive polarity:  adorar, digno, educado, conocido, 

energizar. 

- Negative polarity: erróneo, gamberro, humillación, 

fallo, oprimir. 

 

Figure 8 
  
An example of polarity analysis of a tweet 
 

 
 

- Identification of words and expressions associated with the 

basic emotions (Ekman et al., 1987) by using the Spanish 

Emotion Lexicon (Sidorov et al., 2012), that contains 2,036 

words. Such emotions are: alegría (happiness), enojo (anger), 

miedo (fear), repulsión (disgust), sorpresa (surprise), and 

tristeza (sadness). The emotions were counted taking into 

account the total number of words of each emotion in all the 

tweets (bag of words). An example of emotion analysis of a 

tweet is shown in Figure 9. 
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Some examples of Spanish words regarding de different 

emotions are:  

- Anger: desprecio (scorn), enfado (annoyance). 

- Fear: angustia (anguish), impotente (helpless).  

- Disgust: asco (disgust), desagradable (unpleasant). 

- Happiness: amor (love), amistad (friendship).  

- Sadness: agobiado (overwhelmed), culpable (guilty). 

- Surprise: despistado (absent), susto (fright). 

 
Figure 9 
  
An example of emotion analysis of a tweet 
 
 

 
 

All the tools and aforementioned resources are free and publicly 

available.  
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4. RESULTS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “There are three kinds of lies:  

lies, dammed lies, and statistics” 

                                                               Marc Twain 
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Leis, A., Mayer, M. A., Ronzano, F., Torrens, M., Castillo, C., 

Furlong, L. I., & Sanz, F. (2020). Clinical-Based and Expert 

Selection of Terms Related to Depression for Twitter Streaming 

and Language Analysis. Studies in health technology and 

informatics, 270, 921.925. https://doi.org/10.3233/shti200296 

4.1. Clinical-based and expert selection of terms 
related to depression for Twitter streaming and 
language analysis 

People use language to express their thoughts and feelings, 

unveiling important aspects of their psychological traits and social 

interactions. Although there are several studies describing 

methodologies to create a collection of words in English related to 

depression, in most of them the selection of words is not expert based. 

The objective of this study is twofold: firstly, to introduce a 

comprehensive collection of Spanish words commonly used by 

patients suffering from depression, and secondly, to study the 

usefulness of this collection of words in identifying social media 

posts that could be indicative of patients suffering from depression. 

The level of agreement among medical doctors to determine the best 

words that should be used to select tweets related to depression was 

low. This finding may be due to the complexity of depression and the 

diversity when describing the illness. The words supposedly more 

linked to depression are very common words used in other contexts, 

and less specific for detecting depressive users.  

http://ebooks.iospress.nl/publication/54298
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Abstract. People use language to express their thoughts and feelings, unveiling 
important aspects of their psychological traits and social interactions. Although 
there are several studies describing methodologies to create a collection of words in 
English related to depression and other conditions, in most of them the selection of 
words is not clinical or expert based. The objective of this study is twofold: firstly, 
to introduce a comprehensive collection of Spanish words commonly used by 
patients suffering from depression, which will be available as a free open source for 
research purposes (GitHub), and secondly, to study the usefulness of this collection 
of words in identifying social media posts that could be indicative of patients 
suffering from depression. The level of agreement among medical doctors to 
determine the best words that should be used to select tweets related to depression 
was low. This finding may be due to the complexity of depression and the 
extraordinary diversity in the way people express themselves when describing their 
illness. It is critical to perform a thorough analysis of the specific language used in 
each condition, before deciding the best words to be used for filtering the tweets in 
each disease. As our study shows, the words supposedly more linked to depression 
are very common words used in other contexts, and consequently less specific for 
detecting depressive users. In addition, grammatical gender forms should be 
considered when analysing some languages such as Spanish. 

Keywords. Depression, social media, surveys and questionnaires, terminology 

1. Introduction

People use words to reflect their thoughts and feelings, revealing a huge amount of 
information about their personality and social interactions, as well as different 
psychological traits [1]. Language is the medium by which mental health professionals 
attempt to understand human beings and mental disorders. Several studies have found 
that linguistic styles are indicative of depressed mood [2]. Another interesting point is 
that people’s language is stable over time and consistent across subjects or context; 
consequently, it can be used as a tool to measure differences among individuals [3]. 
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Several studies used social media platforms such as Twitter to analyze psychiatric 
symptoms and diseases, including depression [4,5]. Although these studies describe 
different methodologies to create a collection of words in English related to depression 
and other mental disorders, in the majority of them the selection of words were not 
extensive or clinical and expert-based [6,7]. In addition, Spanish speaking countries, 
such as Spain and Mexico, are among the ten countries with most Twitter users 
worldwide, with more than 6 million and 7 million users, respectively [8]. As far as we 
know, there are no studies focused on the creation of a list of words of depression in 
Spanish. The selection of the best terminology and keywords in any information system, 
including electronic health records, bibliographic databases or social media platforms, is 
critical for their usefulness in management and scientific research. 

The objective of this study is twofold: first, to create a comprehensive collection of 
Spanish words commonly used by patients suffering from depression, which will be used 
for streaming Twitter and that is available as a free open source for research purposes in 
GitHub. Second, we determine the usefulness of the different words in identifying social 
media posts potentially related to depression. 

2. Methods 

The methodological approach consisted of three phases. The first phase consisted of the 
review of the most common tests and rating scales for assessing depression (using their 
Spanish version) in order to extract terms related to the expression of the depression 
symptoms. The different tests and rating scales analyzed are shown in table 1. The review 
was carried out by a psychologist and a family physician with experience in the clinical 
characteristics of depression, who reached an agreement on the words representative of 
the language used by depressive patients. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5) [9] was reviewed to complete the list. In this 
way, a list of 255 words was created. 
Table 1. Tests and rating scales used for selecting words related to the expression of depression by patients 
(the Spanish versions were used) 

Name of the tests and rating scales 

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)  
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI)  
Carroll Rating Scale for Depression 
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CESD-R)  
Clinically Useful Depression Outcome Scale (CUDOS) 
Goldberg Depression and Anxiety scales (GADS)  
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression de Zigmond and Snaith (HAD)  
Montgomery-Asberg depression rating scales (MADRS) 
The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) 
Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) 

In the second phase, a questionnaire was created including the aforementioned list 
of words. The questionnaire was sent in December 2017 via email to 50 psychiatrists 
from the Institute of Neuropsychiatry and Addiction (INAD) of Parc Salut Mar in 
Barcelona and 5 family physicians from the Spanish National Health Service. The email 
included the purpose of the questionnaire, the guidelines for its completion and an Excel 
file with the words selected. A second email was sent as a reminder in February 2018. 
The objective of this questionnaire was to obtain a score that represented how well these 
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words are related to depression, as described by patients explaining their symptoms in 
clinical settings. The score of a word was obtained by adding the scores provided by each 
rater using a Likert scale (1. never, 2. rarely, 3. occasionally, 4. frequently and 5. very 
frequently). Since 20 raters participated in the scoring process, the maximum value of 
the score was 100 points. The list of 255 words and their scores are available at GitHub 
for research purposes: https://github.com/angelaleism/WordsDepression. 

Finally, the third phase involved streaming of tweets that included at least one of 
the 375 words (the list of 255 words plus their different plural and gender forms), which 
was carried using the Twitter Application Programming Interface (API) [10]. The 
streaming was set up between June and September 2018 obtaining 8,832,256 tweets. In 
order to compare the usefulness of the words to detect tweets with signs of depression, 
two sets of 500 tweets were randomly selected after retweets removal. One of the sets 
was created by including five subsets of 100 tweets, each one composed by tweets that 
included one of the five most highly scored words, and the second 500-tweet set included 
low scored words. The 1,000 tweets were manually reviewed by two experts to determine 
whether they were potentially indicative of depression or not. The R programming 
language was used for the statistical analyses. 

3. Results 

The questionnaire was answered by 30% of psychiatrists (15/50) and all the family 
physicians (5/5; 100%). The respondents were 13 women and 7 men. All the respondents 
rated the complete list of 255 words. The mean and SD of the scores of all the participants 
are shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1. Distribution of the means and standard deviations (SD) of the 20 participants’ scores 

In order to assess the reliability of agreement among the raters, we calculated the 
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and the agreement among all the raters was 
0.47, for the psychiatrists was 0.53 and for the family physicians was 0.37. 

Based on the health professionals’ scores, the 10 words in Spanish most frequently 
expressed by depressive patients were (the translation in English is in parenthesis): 
deprimido/a (depressed), triste (sad), tristeza (sadness), desanimado/a (downhearted), 
depression (depression), depresivo/a (depressive), ansiedad (anxiety), cansado/a (tired), 
lloro (crying), insomnio (insomnia). The 10 less frequent words were: autocrítico (self- 
criticism), ingrato/a (ungrateful), mísero/a (vile), languidez (languid), mutilado/a 
(disabled), apetencia (hunger), sombrío/a (gloomy), achacoso/a (sickly), desdeñado/a 
(disdained), lasitud (weariness). It is necessary to take into account that in the translation 
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of these words into English there are some nuances that may be missing. There are some 
words that are more frequent in its feminine form on Twitter such as anxious, distrustful, 
distressed, insecure or shy and more frequent in masculine such as loser, solitary, 
incompetent or defeated. 

Regarding the analysis of the tweets, table 2 shows the number of tweets that 
included the studied words, as well as the scores assigned to these words by the health 
professionals and the ranking of the words on the basis of the scores. In addition, the 
table shows the proportion of tweets for each word that were potentially indicative of 
depression when manually reviewed by an expert. 
Table 2. Frequencies of words in the 8,832,256 tweets analysed, scores and proportion of depressive tweets 

Word Number of tweets Score (Rank) % depressive tweets 
Deprimido/a 63,019 97 (1) 12% 
Triste 56,776 97 (2) 5% 
Tristeza 54,789 96 (3) 10% 
Desanimado/a 24,079 94 (4) 23% 
Depresión 51,408 92 (5) 12% 
Infelicidad 12,116 63 (110) 4% 
Suicida 42,615 57 (127) 1% 
Vencido/a 43,020 52 (162) 3% 
Melancolía 22,896 43 (194) 9% 
Desdichado/a 4,663 41 (203) 9% 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The diagnosis of depression is a complex process because of the heterogeneous nature 
of this disease, the lack of biological markers, the different symptoms among individuals 
and the diverse ways in which patients express those symptoms. 

In relation with the scores assigned by the health professionals that participated in 
the survey, there was more agreement among the psychiatrists than among the family 
physicians. These results may be consistent with the fact that the psychiatrists deal with 
more patients with depressive disorders, and therefore, they are more familiar with the 
language used by patients with depression. As a result, the agreement between 
psychiatrists and family doctors is low. This finding may be due to the extraordinary 
diversity in the way people express themselves when describing their illness, the 
complexity of depression [9], how health professionals interpret these words for making 
a diagnosis and their clinical experience. For this reason, it is critical to perform a 
thorough analysis of the specific language used in each condition, before deciding the 
most suitable words to be used for filtering the tweets in each disease [2]. As our study 
shows, the words supposedly more linked to depression are very common words used in 
other contexts on Twitter, and consequently less specific for detecting depressive people 
(e.g. triste/sad). On the other hand, words less frequently mentioned on Twitter can have 
more weight to link them to depression or suicide tendency (e.g. desanimado/ 
downhearted). The gender of words should be always considered when analyzing some 
languages that have grammatical gender forms such as Spanish. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of words related to depression also require us to consider 
other aspects such as the linguistic features (i.e. the different use of personal pronouns, 
the number of negative words and the expressions associated to the basic emotions) and 
the behavioral patterns (i.e. the distribution of tweets over time and the number of 
characters or hashtags per tweet) [5]. However, the extensive list of words provided in 
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this study can be used as a basis for developing new studies and strategies for the analysis 
of depression on Twitter in Spanish. Patients can be monitored, introducing new 
opportunities for studying depression and providing additional health services. 

This study presents some limitations. On the one hand, the tweets can be considered 
an indirect and inaccurate way of detecting users suffering from depressive disorders and 
it is not possible to verify whether the diagnosis is genuine or not. On the other hand, 
although the list of words was carefully developed, there may be more expressions or 
words not included in the list. 
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4.2. Detecting signs of depression in tweets in 
Spanish: behavioral and linguistic analysis 

Social media platforms allow us to observe the activities, 

thoughts, and feelings of people’s daily lives, including those of 

patients suffering from mental disorders. The objective of this study 

is to identify the linguistic features of tweets in Spanish and the 

behavioral patterns of Twitter users who generate them, which could 

suggest signs of depression. Depressive users are less active in 

posting tweets, doing it more frequently during the night. The first-

person singular pronoun was by far the most used in the depressive 

users dataset. Emotions related to sadness, anger, and disgust were 

more common in the depressive users and depressive tweets datasets, 

when comparing with the control dataset. Negation words and 

negative polarity were more frequent in the depressive users and 

depressive tweets datasets than in the control dataset. Twitter users 

who are potentially suffering from depression modify the general 

characteristics of their language and the way they interact on social 

media. These users can be monitored and supported, thus introducing 

new opportunities for studying depression and providing additional 

health care services to people with this disorder. 
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Abstract
Background: Mental disorders have become a major concern in public health, and they are one of the main causes of the overall
disease burden worldwide. Social media platforms allow us to observe the activities, thoughts, and feelings of people’s daily
lives, including those of patients suffering from mental disorders. There are studies that have analyzed the influence of mental
disorders, including depression, in the behavior of social media users, but they have been usually focused on messages written
in English.
Objective: The study aimed to identify the linguistic features of tweets in Spanish and the behavioral patterns of Twitter users
who generate them, which could suggest signs of depression.
Methods: This study was developed in 2 steps. In the first step, the selection of users and the compilation of tweets were
performed. A total of 3 datasets of tweets were created, a depressive users dataset (made up of the timeline of 90 users who
explicitly mentioned that they suffer from depression), a depressive tweets dataset (a manual selection of tweets from the previous
users, which included expressions indicative of depression), and a control dataset (made up of the timeline of 450 randomly
selected users). In the second step, the comparison and analysis of the 3 datasets of tweets were carried out.
Results: In comparison with the control dataset, the depressive users are less active in posting tweets, doing it more frequently
between 23:00 and 6:00 (P<.001). The percentage of nouns used by the control dataset almost doubles that of the depressive
users (P<.001). By contrast, the use of verbs is more common in the depressive users dataset (P<.001). The first-person singular
pronoun was by far the most used in the depressive users dataset (80%), and the first- and the second-person plural pronouns
were the least frequent (0.4% in both cases), this distribution being different from that of the control dataset (P<.001). Emotions
related to sadness, anger, and disgust were more common in the depressive users and depressive tweets datasets, with significant
differences when comparing these datasets with the control dataset (P<.001). As for negation words, they were detected in 34%
and 46% of tweets in among depressive users and in depressive tweets, respectively, which are significantly different from the
control dataset (P<.001). Negative polarity was more frequent in the depressive users (54%) and depressive tweets (65%) datasets
than in the control dataset (43.5%; P<.001).
Conclusions: Twitter users who are potentially suffering from depression modify the general characteristics of their language
and the way they interact on social media. On the basis of these changes, these users can be monitored and supported, thus
introducing new opportunities for studying depression and providing additional health care services to people with this disorder.
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Introduction
Background
Mental health is an essential component of our health. The
World Health Organization (WHO) defines mental health as a
“state of well-being in which people realize their potential, cope
with the normal stresses of life, work productively, and
contribute to their communities” [1]. Good mental health is
about being cognitive, emotionally and socially healthy and it
helps to determine the way we think and feel, in relation with
others and how we make choices. Several factors, such as
genetic, sociocultural, economic, political and environmental
aspects, shape and influence our mental health. In the last few
years, mental disorders have become a major concern in public
health, and they are one of the main causes of the overall disease
burden worldwide. They have devastating consequences for
both patients and their families [2-7]. According to the WHO,
depressive disorders are the most common among the mental
illnesses [8]. Such disorders conditions are characterized by
sadness, loss of interest and pleasure, feelings of guilt or low
self-worth, disturbed sleep or appetite, feelings of tiredness,
and poor concentration [8]. In 2018, at the global level, more
than 300 million people were suffering from depression, and it
is the main contributor to global disability. Depression has
several consequences, both personal and social costs [9,10]. In
some cases, depression can lead to suicide ideation and attempts
[2,11]. The prevalence of this disorder changes depending on
age, but it affects the whole population, from children and
adolescents to elderly people. From 2005 to 2015, the number
of people with depression increased by around 18% [12]. In this
context, social media platforms allow to observe the activities,
thoughts, and feelings of people’s daily lives and thereby
investigate their emotional well-being. This domain has become
a new growing area of interest in public health and health care
research [13-16]. People with depression often use social media
to talk about their illness and treatment, share information and
experiences, seek social support and advice, reduce social
isolation, and manage their mental illness [15-21]. In addition,
access to mobile devices facilitates the use of social media
platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, at any time and at any
place. Social media, such as Twitter, is by nature social, and
we can consequently find social patterns in Twitter feeds,
thereby revealing key aspects of mental and affective disorders
[22]. Social media has become an important source of
health-related information, which allows us to detect and predict
affective disorders and which can be used as an additional tool
for mental health monitoring and infoveillance [23-26].
Furthermore, the application of different methodologies based
on natural language processing and machine learning
technologies has proved to be effective in supporting and
automating the identification of early signs of mental illness by
analyzing the content shared on the Web by individuals
[13-15,27]. This human interaction with social media contributes
to build the so-called digital phenotype, reshaping disease
expression in terms of the lived experience of individuals and
detecting early manifestations of several conditions [28]. Twitter
is an internet microblogging social media service that allows
users to post short messages about facts, feelings and opinions,

and, as shown in previous studies, users’ health conditions [15].
Twitter is one of the most important social media platforms in
terms of number of users, with more than 330 million active
users worldwide [29]. Since November 2017, the maximum
number of characters of a tweet has been increased from 140
to 280. By analyzing huge amounts of text, researchers can link
everyday language use with social behavior and personality
[30,31]. Language, as a means of communication, constitutes
an essential element for providing valuable insights about
people’s interests, feelings and concerns [32]. For this reason,
the analysis of the messages posted on social media platforms
may provide information about many personality traits,
lifestyles, and psychological disorders [13,33,34]. The potential
anonymity of social media encourages its users to be more
willing to report health information, such as details of their
mental disorders and treatments received. In addition, it is seen
as a way to communicate and receive support from others with
similar experiences, avoiding the isolation and fighting the
social stigma of these conditions [12,15,17,19,32,35].
Nevertheless, users suffering from depression may also feel
uncomfortable socializing and consuming information on social
media platforms [36]. Several features of the messages, such
as number and frequency of tweets, distribution throughout the
day or during the night hours, and their seasonal character, can
be used for the detection and monitoring of mental disorders,
such as depression [20]. This knowledge can help health care
professionals and health institutions and services in the
decision-making processes to ensure better management of
patients suffering from depression.

Objectives
There are many studies that have used data mining and machine
learning techniques on social media platforms to automatically
identify people with mental health problems, such as depression,
posttraumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia, or eating disorders,
usually focusing the studies on messages written in English
[20,37-39]. As far as we know, on social media, there are no
studies about mental disorders that analyze messages written
in Spanish. Taking into account that Spanish speaking countries,
such as Spain and Mexico, are among the 10 most active Twitter
users in the world, with more than 6 million and 7 million users,
respectively [40], we focused our research on the expression of
depression in Spanish language tweets. The aim of this study
was to identify the linguistic features of tweets written in
Spanish and the behavioral patterns of the corresponding Twitter
users that could suggest signs of depression.

Methods
Study Steps
This study was designed and developed in 2 steps, with the aim
of analyzing the linguistic patterns and behavioral features of
Twitter users suffering from depression in comparison with the
general population of Twitter users. The study was focused on
tweets written in Spanish. In the first step, the selection of users
and the compilation of tweets were performed. Given the design
and purpose of the study, we decided to use the Twitter
Application Programming Interface (API) [41]. Using this API,
3 datasets of tweets were created:
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1. The depressive users dataset was made up of the timeline
of 90 users who publicly mentioned on their Twitter profile
that they suffer from depression.

2. The control dataset was made up of the timeline of 450
randomly selected Twitter users.

3. The depressive tweets dataset was constituted by a manual
selection of tweets from the depressive users dataset, which
specifically included expressions indicative of depression.

In the second step, comparison and analysis of the 3 datasets
of tweets (control, depressive users, and depressive tweets
datasets) were carried out to spot their distinguishing features.
In the rest of this section, we will describe the methodology in
detail. The flow diagram of the study is depicted in Figure 1.

Data Collection and User Selection
The selection of the tweets and their users was based on the
filtered real-time streaming support provided by the Twitter
API. In the first step, we selected the users who showed potential
signs of depression on Twitter on the basis of the 20 most
frequent words in Spanish expressed by patients suffering from
depression in clinical settings. These words were jointly
identified and selected by a psychologist and a family physician
with clinical experience and were based on the definition and
general features of depression according to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [42]. The list of words
used and their English translations are shown in Textbox 1.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the study process.
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Textbox 1. List of Spanish words related to depression and their English translations.

• agobiado/a (overwhelmed)

• agotado/a (exhausted)

• angustiado/a (distressed)

• ansiedad (anxiety)

• ansioso/a (anxious)

• cansado/a (tired)

• decaído (low)

• depresión (depression)

• depresivo/a (depressed as a condition)

• deprimido/a (depressed as state)

• desanimado/a (discouraged)

• desesperado/a (desperate)

• desmotivado/a (demotivated)

• insomnio (insomnia)

• llorar (cry)

• nervioso (nervous)

• preocupado/a (worried)

• solo/a (lonely)

• triste (sad)

• vacío/a (empty)

During June 2018, 1,470,000 tweets, including 1 or more
occurrences of the words listed in Textbox 1, were collected.
From this collection of tweets and to select the users who
publicly stated in the textual description associated to their
profile that they suffered from depression, all the profile
descriptions, including 1 or more occurrences of the word “depr”
and all the possible derivations related to the word depression
in Spanish, such as “depre,” “depresión,” “depresivo,”
“depresiva,” “deprimido,” and “deprimida,” were considered.
From the 720 users who included 1 or more of these words in
their description profile, 90 users who stated they suffered from
depression or were receiving treatment for depression were
selected for the analysis. This selection was performed by a
psychologist, verifying that the statements were related to real
expressions of depression, excluding quotes, jokes, or fake ones.
For each of these depressed Twitter users, we collected all the
most recent tweets from their timeline, up to a maximum of
about 3200 tweets. Thus, a total of 189,669 tweets were
collected, a figure that was reduced to 140,946 after discarding
the retweets. These 140,946 tweets constituted the depressive
users dataset. Examples of sentences appearing in the user
profiles that were used for selecting the depressive users are:

• “Paciente psiquiátrico con depresión crónica” (Psychiatric
patient with chronic depression; example of a profile
sentence that indicates depression).

• “Colecciono errores traducidos a tweets depresivos y a uno
que otro impulso de amor” (I gather errors translated into
depressing tweets and into one or another love impulse;

example of a profile sentence that does not indicate
depression).

Once the users with profile sentences indicating depression had
been retrieved, their Twitter timelines were collected. Only
those users having in their timeline at least 10 tweets that
suggested signs of depression were retained for further analyses.
For each user, the selection of these tweets was performed by
manually inspecting the tweets of the user’s complete timeline
in reverse temporal order, starting from the most recent one to
the oldest tweet of the timeline retrieved by means of the Twitter
API . Finally, a total number of 1000 tweets issued by the 90
depressive users, suggesting signs of depression, were detected
and used for the analysis. This set of tweets provided us with
the depressive tweets dataset, which was used to analyze
linguistic features of tweets showing signs of depression. It has
to be mentioned that these 1000 tweets were not to be included
in the depressive users dataset (see Figure 1). At the same time,
more than 97,500,000 tweets were also collected in June 2018:
such tweets were gathered by listening to the public Twitter
stream during this time span by only considering tweets with
Spanish textual contents (as detected by Twitter language
identification support).

Given that Twitter requires more restrictive filters than just the
language of the tweets, we used a list of the most frequently
used Spanish words (stopwords) to retrieve all tweets that
included 1 or more of these words. The vast majority of Spanish
tweets should match this criterion. A sample of 450 users who
did not mention in their profile the word depression and its
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derivations were selected randomly from the 97,500,000 tweets.
The complete timelines of these users were compiled (1,141,021
tweets), which were reduced to 712,589 once retweets were
removed. These 712,589 tweets constituted the control dataset.
To identify the language of a tweet, we relied on the language
automatically identified by Twitter for each tweet, selecting
tweets in Spanish. It has to be noted that these data can contain
some tweets from unidentified depressive users.

Data Analysis
A comparison of the 3 datasets was performed to determine the
existence of differential linguistic and behavioral features. The
different features that were analyzed are shown in Table 1.

The textual content of each tweet was analyzed by means of the
following sequence of steps:

• Tokenization performed by means of a custom Twitter
tokenizer included in the Natural Language Toolkit [43].

• Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging performed by means of the
Freeling Natural Language Processing tool in order to
analyse the usage patterns of grammatical categories (eg,
adjectives, nouns, or pronouns) in the text of tweets [44].

• Identification of negations performed by relying on a
custom list of Spanish negation expressions, such as nada
(nothing), nadie (nobody), no (no), nunca (never), and alike.

• Identification of occurrences of positive and negative words
inside the text of each tweet by means of 2 Spanish polarity
lexicons: the Spanish Sentiment Lexicon and the Spanish
SentiCon Lexicon [45,46]. We exploited 2 lexicons to
consider and compare 2 approaches of modeling polarity
in Spanish texts, thus reducing any language modeling bias
that the use of a single language resource could introduce.

• Identification of words and expressions associated to the
basic emotions [47] by using the Spanish Emotion Lexicon
[48]. Such emotions are alegría (happiness), enojo (anger),
miedo (fear), repulsión (disgust), sorpresa (surprise), and
tristeza (sadness).

All the tools and aforementioned resources are publicly
available. The statistical analyses were carried out with the R
version 3.4.3 (R Development Core Team) and SPSS Statistics
version 23.0 (IBM), applying the relevant test for each type of
comparison to be carried out.

Table 1. Characteristics of the tweets analyzed.

Analyses performedFeature

Distributions over time • Tweets throughout the day (per hour)
• Tweets throughout the week

Part-of-Speech • Number of words by grammatical categories (part-of-speech tags)
• Number of personal pronouns

Counts • Number of characters
• 200 most frequent words (word cloud)
• Number of hashtags, links, mentions, and emojis

Emotion analysis • Emotion types and frequencies

Negations • Negation words types and frequencies

Polarity analyses • Polarity of tweets on the basis of Spanish Sentiment Lexicon and Spanish SentiCon Polarity

Ethical Approval
The protocol used in this study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Parc Salut Mar (approval number 2017/7234/1).

Results
Distribution Over Time
Regarding the distribution of tweets over time, the number of
tweets per hour and throughout the week of control and
depressive users datasets were compared. The tweet hours were
adjusted by the user’s time zone. As shown in Figure 2, the

depressive users are less active in generating tweets than the
control ones, reaching both groups the same activity level
between 23:00 and 6:00. The comparison of the temporal
distributions of tweets between both datasets was carried out
by means of a repeated measures analysis of variance
(Greenhouse-Geisser F=6.605; P<.001). As shown in Figure 3,
the activity throughout the week of the depressive users dataset
presented more regular activity than the control dataset, whose
users’ activity showed a sharp drop during the weekend. The
differences between these datasets were statistically significant
(Greenhouse-Geisser F=4.153; P=.008).
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Figure 2. Number of tweets and retweets per hour of the control and depressive users datasets (mean±standard error of mean). SEM: standard error of
mean.

Figure 3. Number of tweets and retweets throughout the week of the control and depressive users datasets (mean±standard error of mean). SEM:
standard error of mean.
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Part-of-Speech
As for the analysis of POS corresponding to the number of
words by grammatical categories in each tweet, we compared
the 3 datasets of tweets: the control, depressive users, and
depressive tweets datasets. As previously stated, the tweets of
the depressive tweets dataset were removed from the depressive
users dataset. The frequencies of words in each group are shown
in Table 2. The number of nouns used in the control group
almost doubles that of the depressive users dataset. By contrast,
verbs are more frequently used in the depressive users dataset
than in the control dataset. There were statistically significant
differences between the control and the depressive users datasets
(χ2

7=1,242,600; P<.001), between the control and the depressive
tweets datasets (χ2

7=2,105.7; P<.001), and between the
depressive users and the depressive tweets datasets (χ2

7=15,888;
P<.001).

In relation to the different types of pronouns in the control
dataset, we detected 396,181 personal pronouns (51.38%;
396,181/770,955), the first-person singular (38.37%;
152,013/396,181) being the most used. A similar profile was
observed in the depressive users dataset, where 124,614
pronouns were found (55.16%; 124,614/225,913), the
first-person singular remaining the most used (57.59%;
71,768/124,614). In the depressive tweets dataset, 865 personal
pronouns (53.16%; 865/1,627) were identified, and the
first-person singular pronoun was by far the most used (80.00%;
692/865). The frequencies of personal pronouns in the different
datasets are shown in Figure 4. There were statistically
significant differences between the control and the depressive
users datasets (χ2

5=15,912; P<.001), between the control and
the depressive tweets datasets (χ2

5=638.7; P<.001), and between
the depressive users and the depressive tweets datasets
(χ2

5=183.9; P<.001).

In relation to the number of characters per tweet, the mean of
characters per tweet in the control and depressive users datasets
was 83.48 (SD 40.57) and 65.76 (SD 36.99) characters,
respectively, with statistically significant differences between
them (t213770=161.6; P<.001). On the other hand, the mean in
the depressive tweets dataset was 67.51 (SD 38.28), which was
not statistically significant and different in comparison with the
depressive dataset (t1012.3=1.45; P=.15). The 200 most frequent
words that appeared in the control and depressive users datasets
are depicted in the 2 word clouds shown in Multimedia
Appendix 1. The 10 most frequent words that appeared in the
control dataset were the following: hoy (today), día (day), ver
(to see), quiero (I want), gracias (thank you), mejor (better),
siempre (always), vida (life), ahora (now), and YouTube. In
the depressive users dataset, the 10 most frequent words were
the following: quiero (I want), vida (life), siempre (always),
siento (I feel), nadie (nobody), mierda (shit), never (nunca),
and día (day). It should be noted that in the depressive tweets
dataset, although there are several words in common with the
depressive users dataset, we can find additional words that are
not present in the other datasets, such as vacío/a (empty), matar
(to kill), desaparecer (to disappear), suicidar (commit suicide),
muerta (dead), desastre (disaster), inútil (useless,), deprimida
(depressed as state in women), depresiva (depressed as a
condition in women), and insomnio (insomnia). The word cloud
of the depressive tweets dataset is shown in Multimedia
Appendix 2. In relation to the use of links, hashtags, and
mentions in tweets, the frequency of them in the control and
depressive users datasets were 35.32% (251,728/712,584),
13.13% (93,575/712,588), and 44.00% (313,574/712,577) and
18.07% (25,475/140,946), 1.44% (2030/140,946), and 9.27%
(13,060/140,942), respectively. The number of tweets, including
emojis, were 13.61% (97,038/712,589) in the control dataset
and 5.72% (8069/140,947) in the depressive users dataset.

Table 2. Part-of-Speech (POS) frequencies in tweets of control, depressive users, and depressive tweets datasets.

POS in the depressive tweets dataset, n (%)POS in the depressive users dataset, n (%)POS in the control dataset, n (%)Type of POS

1776 (15.07)270,104 (17.77)2,298,544 (28.48)Noun

3391 (28.77)400,755 (26.36)1,660,700 (20.58)Verb

1627 (13.80)225,913 (14.86)770,955 (9.55)Pronouns

588 (4.99)83,089 (5.47)593,327 (7.35)Adjectives

1342 (11.39)177,795 (11.70)1,068,130 (13.23)Determiner

1351 (11.46)140,963 (9.27)496,988 (6.16)Adverbs

1052 (8.93)123,867 (8.15)854,573 (10.59)Adpositions

659 (5.59)97,541 (6.42)327,852 (4.06)Conjunctions
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Figure 4. Frequency of the different types of personal pronouns in the control, depressive users, and depressive tweets datasets. 1S: first-person singular;
1P: first-person plural; 2S: second-person singular; 2P: second-person plural; 3S: third-person singular; 3P: third-person plural.

Emotion Analysis
Regarding the distribution of emotions, in the control dataset
and in the depressive users dataset, the most frequent emotion
was happiness (53.30%; 203,029/380,874 and 41.60%;
40,535/97,425) followed by sadness, which was more frequent
in the depressive users dataset (17.59%; 67,033/380,874 and
25.49%; 24,834/97,425). In the depressive tweets dataset, the

most frequent emotion was sadness (34.00%; 303/891). There
were statistically significant differences between the control
and the depressive users datasets (χ2

5=6838.2; P<.001), between
the control and the depressive tweets datasets (χ2

5=296.8;
P<.001), and between the depressive users and the depressive
tweets datasets (χ2

5=65.6; P<.001). The frequencies of the
different emotions are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Frequency distributions of emotion categories in the tweets of the 3 datasets.

Negation Words
Regarding the use of negation words, they were detected in
21.74% (154,953/712,588) of the tweets in the control dataset,
in 34.15% (48,137/140,946) of the depressive users dataset, and
in 45.50% (455/1000) of the depressive tweets dataset. The
mean of negation words was 0.28 (SD 0.59) in the control
dataset, it was 0.49 (SD 0.82) in the depressive users dataset,
and it was 0.67 (SD 0.91) in the depressive tweets dataset. There
were statistically significant differences between the control
and the depressive users datasets (Mann-Whitney
U=4.3657e+10; P<.001), between the control and the depressive
tweets datasets (Mann-Whitney U=266,990,000; P<.001), and
between the depressive users and the depressive tweets datasets
(Mann-Whitney U=62,002,000; P<.001).

Polarity Analysis
In relation to the polarity of tweets, 2 analyses were performed
using 2 Spanish sentiment lexicons: the Senti Lexicon (including
positive and negative categories) and the SentiCo Polarity
(including positive, moderate positive, moderate negative, and
negative categories). According to the Senti Lexicon, the
analysis of tweets showed that the control dataset shows polarity

in 33.47% (245,367/733,029) of the tweets, being positive in
56,54% (138,726/245,367) of them. In contrast, the depressive
users dataset shows polarity in 41,31% (61,132/147,996) of the
tweets, being positive in 46.14% (28,205/61,132) of them.
Finally, the depressive tweets dataset shows polarity in 58.90%
(589/1000) of the tweets, with positive polarity in 34.97%
(206/589) of them. There were statistically significant
differences between the control and the depressive users datasets
(χ2

1=2134; P<.001), between the control and the depressive
tweets datasets (χ2

1=110.3; P<.001), and between the depressive
users and the depressive tweets datasets (χ2

1=28.8; P<.001).
When using the SentiCo Polarity tool, the control dataset
presented 20.97% (152,228/725,717) of tweets with polarity,
29.32% (42,820/146,033) in the depressive users and 33.34%
(348/1,044) in the depressive tweets dataset. The distributions
of polarities are shown in Figure 6. There were statistically
significant differences between the control and the depressive
users datasets (χ2

3=8820.8, P<.001), between the control and
the depressive tweets datasets (χ2

3=308.8; P<.001), and between
the depressive users and the depressive tweets datasets
(χ2

3=52.4; P<.001).
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Figure 6. Polarities of the tweets according to the SentiCo Polarity tool in the 3 datasets.

Discussion
Principal Findings
The diagnosis of depression is complex because of the
heterogeneous nature of this disease and the diverse
manifestation of the symptoms among individuals, which result
in a great number of depressive disorder cases that are
undetected and untreated, making the prevention, diagnosis,
and treatment of the depressive disorders a complicated task
[15,49,50]. For these reasons and taking into account that people
diagnosed with depression are increasing worldwide, new
strategies for detecting and monitoring this disease would be
very useful. In this study, we analyzed the behavioral and
linguistic patterns of tweets in Spanish that suggest signs of
depression. The results contribute to the growing body of
scientific literature that analyzes the messages posted on social
media using languages other than English. We have introduced
a new approach that comprises analyzing the timelines of
self-qualified depressed users, as well as their tweets related to
depression, which are manually selected. Our results show that
the tweets of depressive users have different features in
comparison with those of a control dataset, even when their
tweets that are not related to depression are considered
(depressive users dataset). In addition, the differences with the
control dataset become more evident when we consider the
manual selection of tweets related to depression (depressive
tweets dataset).

Different Distributions of Tweets Over Time
As for the distribution of tweets over time, the users of the
depressive dataset, although being less active in using Twitter,
used to be more active during the night than the users of the
control dataset. This can be explained as a result of insomnia,
one of the most frequent symptoms of depression. This finding
is consistent with previous studies carried out with English
speakers, which demonstrated that individuals with depression
are more active during the night [20]. Moreover, the daily mood
changes, such as the morning and evening worsening that are
typical in several forms of depression, could explain the lower
activity of the depressive users [51]. In relation to the
distribution of tweets throughout the week, the users of the
depressive dataset showed a more regular activity throughout
the week, tending to be more active on Saturdays, Sundays, and
Mondays than those of the control dataset, whose activity
showed a drop during the weekend. This trend may be related
to the lowered social activity of the people suffering from
depressive disorders, having a reduced participation in social
leisure activities during the weekend and spending more time
at home, sharing their feelings and thoughts on social media
platforms [16].

Different Style of Writing
The analysis of POS and the number of words by grammatical
categories show that, generally, the users of the depressive
dataset used more verbs, adverbs, and pronouns but less nouns
than the control dataset. The same features are also present in
the depressive tweets dataset. These findings suggest that the
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language of people suffering from depression is characterized
by a different style of writing that some authors describe as
poorly structured, indicating less interest in what surrounds
them, people, objects, or things [52]. They focus on talking
about actions, and this is correlated with sensitive disclosure.
Consistent with many previous studies [20,30,35,53-55], the
use of first-person singular pronoun is more frequent among
the users of the depressive dataset, with respect to those of the
control dataset, and this difference increases in the depressive
tweets dataset. The increased use of this pronoun demonstrates
the attention to self-focus that is associated with the negative
emotional states of depression and the reduced attentional
resources, highlighting the psychological distancing to connect
with others [56]. This social isolation may also explain that the
first- and second-person plural pronouns are the least used.
Language can be used as a measure of different individual
features, on the basis of the fact that people’s word choice is
stable over time and consistent across topics or context. For this
reason, the language style appears to be a useful predictor of
some mental health conditions, such as depression [20,35]. In
addition, the number of characters written in the depressive
users and depressive tweets datasets was smaller than the
number of characters written in the control dataset, and this
might be related to reduced interest and poorer language.
According to the most frequent words that appeared in the
depressive users and depressive tweets datasets, there are
specific words that are linked to clinical symptoms and the way
that depressive patients word their mood, such as words that
may be related to suicide ideation. Consequently, they can be
used as a signal to detect potentially depressed users on Twitter
[36]. Similarly, we observed the frequent use of adjectives in
feminine form in the depressive tweets dataset, which would
suggest that a high proportion of the depressive users are
women, a fact that is in agreement with clinical and
epidemiological evidences [8,11,12,42].

Predominant Emotions
Emotions are one of the key aspects that characterize many
mental health conditions and, particularly, when people are
suffering from depression. An analysis of the 6 emotions that
are commonly considered (happiness, sadness, surprise, anger,
fear, and disgust) [47] was performed to determine the existence
of differences among the datasets. Happiness is the most
frequent emotion in the control and depressive users datasets,
although an important reduction was observed in the depressive
tweets dataset. The surprise emotion is less frequent in
depressive users and, specially, in the depressed tweets datasets
than the control dataset, and this fact can be related to the
depressive mood, in which there is a decrease in interest in
almost everything. Fear does not seem to be a differential
emotion in the groups of tweets analyzed in this study.

Regarding negative emotions, we observed an increase in the
frequency of words related to the sadness emotion in the
depressive tweets dataset, doubling that of the control dataset.
This feature had also been observed in other studies [14,35,57].
Moreover, anger is more frequent in the depressive user and
depressive tweets datasets than in the control dataset. Although
Twitter is used many times for expressing anger about personal
or political aspects, this emotion is particularly frequent in

patients suffering from depression, who tend to feel irritable,
wronged, or angry at the world [14,16,35,58]. At the same time,
disgust, an emotion that is known to be associated with the
depressive disorders [59], was found to be more frequent in the
depressive users and depressive tweets datasets.

Negative Focused Emotion Language
In our analysis, the presence of negation words is more frequent
in the depressed users (34.15%; 48,137/140,946) and depressive
tweets (45.50%; 455/1000) datasets than in the control dataset
(21.74%; 154,953/712,588), indicating that there is an increased
use of negatively focused emotion language, which is typical
in depressive patients and feelings [31,54,55,60].

Negative Polarity
The classification of tweets, on the basis of the emotional
positivity or negativity of their words, is another analysis that
has been carried out. In this study, we used 2 types of polarity
lexicons, the Senti Lexicon (SentiLex) and the Sentico Polarity
(SentiCo). In both cases, the negative polarity was higher in the
depressive users and depressive tweets datasets, even tripling
the negativeness of the control dataset when using the Sentico
Polarity lexicon. These findings are consistent with other studies,
indicating that people suffering from depression tend to focus
more on negative aspects of their life [20,35], and thus their
tweets contain much more negative emotional words compared
with the control dataset [14]. In addition, the self-focus state
that characterizes depression is associated with negative
emotions [32,56,57].

Limitations and Future Directions
This study presents some limitations that have to be pointed
out. On the one hand, the tweets of the depressive datasets come
only from Twitter users who speak publicly about feelings and
emotions that can be related with depression. This is an indirect
and inaccurate way of detecting users suffering from depressive
disorders. Without clinically assessing these people, there is no
way to verify if the diagnosis is genuine or if they suffer from
another mental disorder. On the other hand, it is possible that
Twitter users self-disclose their mental health using words or
expressions not included in the list of keywords used in this
study for streaming tweets about depression [22,61-63]. In this
respect, it is possible that a wider list could have yielded a
greater coverage [21,36]. Privacy policies of social media restrict
the access to users who did not grant access to their profile, and
this may have generated biases in the composition of the
depressive users and the depressive tweets datasets. In addition,
tweets may incorporate biases because of the self-management
and anonymity of the Web-based identities [61]. Moreover,
Twitter users may be not be representative of the general
population, and some studies have shown that they are often
urban people with high levels of education [64-66]. More
information about the socioeconomic and demographic details
of Twitter users is needed [67]. The control dataset was a
randomly selected sample of Twitter users, and it is
consequently representative of the users of this social media.
However, there is a possibility that users in this group may also
have depression or other mental illness even though they did
not mention this in their profile description. There is also the
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possibility that the users included in the control group are fake
accounts. Only original tweets were analyzed, and perhaps
retweets, which are not included in our linguistic study, reflect
users’ emotions that can be related to depression status [68].
Finally, depression is a very complex mental disorder, and our
study only provides a general observation of this disorder.
Additional research might be carried out to examine specific
depression types and determine if there are social media features
that can contribute to classifying users or tweets to the different
diagnosis of depression [69]. Similarly, in future works, we
plan to study the linguistic features and the behavioral patterns
of depression in different linguistics contexts. The possible
relationship between depression and seasonality could be of
interest for future studies in the context of monitoring Twitter
activity [70].

Conclusions
The prevalence of common mental disorders worldwide, such
as depression, requires the ability of health care systems to
provide adequate diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment. The
wide popularity of social media platforms introduces new
opportunities for the screening of depression. The introduction
of new methods of analysis for the automatic detection of signals
of depression on social media platforms, such as Twitter or
Facebook, has the potential of being used as a complementary
tool for the assessment of these patients, assisting health care
professionals in the detection and monitoring of mental health
disorders. Although the analysis of tweets as a way to determine

the existence of depression cannot be used as a replacement for
diagnosis, it has the potential as a screening tool for depressive
disorders, with a lower cost than other traditional procedures.
In addition, it can be helpful to health professionals for
managing and monitoring patients more efficiently. Similarly,
it can be useful for particular patients, as they feel more
comfortable disclosing their symptoms on Twitter than in
clinical settings. In this study, we have shown that several
behavioral and linguistic features of the tweets in Spanish can
be used as a complementary tool to detect signals of depression
of their authors, corroborating and extending the findings
obtained by studies carried out on English tweets. As we
described in this study, signs of depression of Twitter users are
not exclusively spotted by identifying and analyzing tweets that
explicitly mention expressions related to depression. Moreover,
Twitter users who are potentially suffering from depression
globally modify the core traits of their language, independently
from the fact that the tweets are related or not related to the
expression of depression. On the basis of these changes, these
users can be monitored and supported. The results of this paper,
jointly with other studies on the matter, support the potential of
social media as an important instrument for extending and
enhancing mental health services available to people with mental
disorders. By means of interdisciplinary collaborations, it is
possible to develop digital apps and services providing
personalized alerts and psychosocial support in the mental health
domain.
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4.3. Evaluating behavioral and linguistic changes 
during drug treatment for depression: a pairwise 
study using tweets in Spanish 
Depressive disorders are the most common mental illnesses and the 

leading cause of disability worldwide. Selective serotonin reuptake 

inhibitors (SSRIs) are the most commonly prescribed drugs for the 

treatment of depressive disorders. Some people share information 

about their experiences with antidepressants in social media 

platforms. The analysis of the messages posted by Twitter users 

under SSRI treatment can yield useful information on how these 

antidepressants affect users’ behavior. This study aims to compare 

the behavioral and linguistic characteristics of the tweets posted 

while users were likely to be under SSRI treatment, in comparison to 

the tweets posted by the same users when they were less likely to be 

taking this medication. 

Behavioral and linguistic changes have been detected when users 

with depression are taking antidepressant medication. These features 

can provide interesting insights for monitoring the evolution of this 

disease, as well as offering additional information related to 

treatment adherence. This information may be especially useful in 

patients who are receiving long-term treatments such as people 

suffering from depression. 
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Abstract

Background:  Depressive disorders are the most common mental illnesses and they constitute the
leading cause of disability worldwide. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are the most
commonly prescribed drugs for the treatment of depressive disorders. Some people share information
about their experiences with antidepressants in social media platforms such as Twitter. The analysis
of the messages posted by Twitter users under SSRI treatment can yield useful information on how
these antidepressants affect users’ behavior.
Objective:  This study aims to compare the behavioral and linguistic characteristics of the tweets
posted while users were likely to be under SSRI treatment, in comparison to the tweets posted by the
same users when they were less likely to be taking this medication. 
Methods:  In the first step, the timelines of Twitter users mentioning SSRI antidepressants in their
tweets were selected using a list of 128 generic and brand names of SSRIs. In the second step, two
datasets of tweets were created, the  in-treatment dataset (made up of the tweets posted throughout
the 30 days after mentioning an SSRI) and the unknown-treatment dataset (made up of tweets posted
more than 90 days before and more than 90 days after any tweet mentioning an SSRI). For each user,
the changes in behavioral and linguistic features between the tweets classified in these two datasets
were analyzed. 186 users and their timelines with 668,842 tweets were finally included in the study.
Results: 
The number of tweets generated per day by the users when they were in-treatment was higher than
when they were in the unknown-treatment period (P = .001). When the users were in treatment, the
mean percentage of tweets posted during the daytime (from 8:00 am to midnight) increased with
respect to unknown-treatment period (P = .002). The number of characters and words per tweet was
higher when the users were in treatment (P =  .03 and P = .02 respectively).  Regarding linguistic
features, the percentages of the first and second-person singular pronouns were higher when users
were in treatment (P = .008 and P = .004, respectively).
Conclusions: Behavioral and linguistic changes have been detected when users with depression are
taking antidepressant medication. These features can provide interesting insights for monitoring the
evolution of this disease, as well as offering additional information related to treatment adherence.
This information may be especially useful in patients who are receiving long-term treatments such as
people suffering from depression.

Keywords:   depression;  antidepressant  drugs;  serotonin  uptake  inhibitors;  mental  health;  social
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Introduction

Background
Depression  is  one  of  the  most  common  mental  disorders  [1].  According  to  the  World  Health
Organization (WHO) depression affects more than 322 million people of all ages globally, being a
leading cause of disability worldwide [2]. The proportion of people with depression went up by
around 18% between 2005 and 2015 [3]. This mental disorder constitutes a challenge for society and
healthcare systems due to devastating personal and social consequences and the associated economic
costs [4-13]. In spite of the high prevalence of depression and the efforts of healthcare services for
the improvement of its management, this health condition remains underdiagnosed and undertreated
[14].

The pharmacological treatment in the case of moderate and severe forms of depression can improve
the quality of life of these patients [4]. There are several types of antidepressant drugs and, among
them,  the  selective  serotonin  reuptake  inhibitors  (SSRIs)  are  currently  the  most  prescribed
antidepressants around the world. For instance, according to the Spanish Medicines Agency [15],
SSRIs constitutes more than the 70% of all antidepressants prescribed in Spain. They have fewer side
effects than other antidepressants [16], show a good risk-benefit ratio [17,18],  are safer and better
tolerated  [19]  and  exhibit  a  reduced  risk  of  toxicity  in  overdose  in  comparison  to  tricyclic
antidepressants [20]. They are commonly used as first-line treatment for depression [21-23] and are
usually prescribed as maintenance therapy to prevent relapse [4,23-26]. SSRIs include the following
drugs: fluvoxamine, fluoxetine, paroxetine, sertraline, citalopram and escitalopram [17].

Furthermore, although social media platforms have not been created with health-related purposes in
mind  [27,28],  everyday millions  of  people  publicly  share  personal  health  information  on social
media platforms  [29,30]. For this reason, these platforms represent an important source of health
information, which is faster and more broadly available than other sources of health information,
being unsolicited, spontaneous and up-to-date. Infodemiology approaches have been developed and
applied to better  understand the dynamics of these platforms when used as a health information
source  [31-33].  In  this  context,  social  media  users  share  health-related  information,  such  as
experiences with prescribed drugs [34], cancer patients’ sentiments [35], opinions on vaccines [36],
or online conversations on epidemic outbreaks [37]. The massive data from social media can be
monitored and analyzed by using natural language processing and machine learning technologies,
providing  new  possibilities  to  better  understand  users’  behavior  [30],  including  automatic
identification of early signs of mental disorders [38-40]. In particular, it is usual that people suffering
from depression talk about their illness and the drugs they are taking [41-43].

Twitter is a very popular microblogging platform with more than 330 million active users worldwide
[44]. Tweets, freely available in almost 90% of users’ accounts, provide a huge amount of data that
can collected in real-time [28,30,33,45-47]. Twitter users post short messages about facts, feelings
and opinions, including health conditions [49].

Mining of drug-related information from Twitter has been applied in the pharmacovigilance field
[27,50].  Some  pharmacovigilance  studies  carried  out  in  Twitter  studied  specific  cohorts  by
identifying users’ mentions of drug intake [37,51-53]. Other studies focused on the adverse drug
reactions, analyzing users’ tweets regarding adverse events and side effects associated to drug use,
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which were identified by means of generic or brand names [29,47,54,55]. In our previous study [49],
we  observed  that  Twitter  users  who  are  potentially  suffering  from  depression  show  particular
behavioral and linguistic features in their tweets. These features were related to an increase in their
activity during the night, a different style of writing with an increase of the first-person singular
pronoun, lower number characters in the tweets, an increase in the frequency of words related to
sadness and disgust emotions and more frequent presence of negation words and negative polarity.
This  information  can  be  used  as  a  complementary  tool  to  detect  signals  of  depression  and  for
monitoring and supporting patients using Twitter.

Objectives
In the present paper,  we aim to enrich our previous study [49] by focusing the new one on the
analysis of the changes in behavioral and linguistic features of Twitter users in Spanish language,
which  may  be  associated  to  the  antidepressant  medication  these  users  are  taking.  It  is  worth
mentioning that users from Spanish-speaking countries are among the most active on Twitter in the
world [54]. The study is focused on Twitter users that mention treatment with selective serotonin
reuptake  inhibitors  (SSRIs),  which  are  the  most  frequently  prescribed  antidepressants  [15].  In
particular, this study compares the characteristics of the tweets posted while users were probably
taking SSRIs, versus the tweets posted by the same users when they have lower probability of taking
this antidepressant  medication. This analysis can contribute to better understand how these drugs
affect users’ mood. Although we found two additional studies describing changes in Twitter users’
language in some mental disorders [57,58], to the best of our knowledge, there are no other studies
that analyze Twitter posts in Spanish language to detect behavioral and linguistic changes when the
users are taking antidepressant medication. 

Methods

Study Design
This study was designed with the aim of analyzing the behavioral patterns and linguistic features of
users that have mentions of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) in their Twitter timeline.
The  study was  developed in  several  steps  and focused on tweets  written  in  Spanish.  The flow
diagram of the study is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the study process.

As shown in Figure 1 two non-overlapping datasets of tweets from users mentioning treatment with
SSRIs were obtained:

1. The in-treatment tweets dataset, which was made up of the tweets posted throughout the 30
days after the publication date of any tweet mentioning SSRI intake. We assumed that these
tweets were posted while the users had a high probability of being in treatment with an SSRI.

2. The  unknown-treatment tweets dataset, which was made up of the tweets that were posted
more than 90 days before and more than 90 days after the publication date of any tweet
mentioning SSRI intake. We assumed that these tweets were posted while users had a lower
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probability  of  being  in  treatment  with  an  SSRI  than  in  the  previous  dataset.

These datasets were designed in a way that made possible to carry out intra-subject comparisons
since the  in-treatment tweets and the  unknown-treatment tweets datasets  were obtained from the
same Twitter users.

The strategy for the selection of the tweets included in the two datasets is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets selection strategy.

Data Collection and User Selection

The selection of the tweets and their users was based on the filtered real-time streaming support
provided by the Twitter API [59]. In the first step, we selected tweets in Spanish that mention any of
the SSRIs generic and brand names used around the world. To obtain the generic and brand names,
we performed searches on the following databases and resources: DrugBank [60], the Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical Classification System (ATC) and the Defined Daily Dose (DDD) of the World
Health Organization [61], Wikipedia [62], and the Database for Pharmacoepidemiological Research
in Primary Care (BIFAP) [63]. The list of 135 generic and brand names obtained are shown in Table
1. 

Table 1. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) used in the study.

Generic name Brand names

Fluvoxamina (fluvoxamine) Dumirox, Faverin, Floxyfral, Fluvoxin, Luvox, Uvox

Fluoxetina (fluoxetine) Prozac, Reneuron, Adofen, Luramon, Sarafem

Paroxetina (paroxetine) Seroxat, Motivan, Frosinor, Praxil, Daparox, Xetin, 
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Apo-oxpar,  Appoxar,  Aropax,  Aroxat,  Aroxat  CR,
Bectam, Benepax, Casbol, Cebrilin, Deroxat, Hemtrixil,
Ixicrol,  Loxamine,  Meplar,  Olane,  Optipar,  Oxetine,
Pamax,  ParadiseCR,  Paradox,  Paraxyle,  Parexis,
Paroxat, Paroxet, Paxan, Paxera, Paxil, Paxil CR, Pexot,
Plasare,  Pondera,  Posivyl,  Psicoasten,  Rexetin,
Seretran, Sereupin, Tiarix, Tamcere, Traviata, Xerenex,
Xetroran

Sertralina (sertraline) Aremis,  Besitran,  Zoloft,  Altisben,  Aserin,  Altruline,
Ariale,  Asertral,  Atenix,  Eleval,  Emergen,  Dominium,
Inosert, Irradial,Sedora, Serolux, Sertex

Citalopram (citalopram) Seropram,  Celexa,  Akarin  ,  C  Pram  S  ,  Celapram,
Celica, Ciazil,  Cilate, Cilift,  Cimal, Cipralex, Cipram,
Cipramil,  Cipraned,  Cinapen,  Ciprapine   Ciprotan
Citabax,  Citaxin,  Citalec,  Citalex,  Citalo,  Citalopram,
Citol,  Citox,  Citrol,  Citta,  Dalsan,  Denyl,  Elopram,
Estar,  Humorup,  Humorap,  Oropram,  Opra,  Pram,
Pramcit,  Procimax,  Recital,  Sepram,  Szetalo,  Talam,
Temperax, Vodelax, Zentius, Zetalo, Cipratal, Zylotex

Escitalopram (escitalopram)

Cipralex, Diprex, Esertia, Essential, Heipram

The following seven brand names of medicines have been excluded due to their semantic ambiguity:
Essential, Motivan, Estar, Traviata, Pondera, Recital, Emergen. These commercial names are, at the
same  time,  very  common  words  used  with  different  meanings  in  Spanish  as  we  verified  after
reviewing a random sample of 200 tweets with mentions of these words.  The number of tweets
excluded because of their semantic ambiguity was 21,104. In a manual checking of random samples
of them (n=200), the mentions of SSRIs when using these words were 0% (0/200) in some cases,
such as Motivan and Estar, and 0.5% (1/200) in Recital. Eventually, the final list of words included
128  generic  and  brand  names  of  SSRIs.

Using the aforementioned 128 SSRI names,  we collected 3,651 tweets in Spanish posted during
November 2019 with occurrences of the words listed in Table 1. These tweets were posted by 3,138
different Twitter users and mentioned 33 different words of the list.  The frequencies of these 33
words are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Frequencies of SSRI names mentioned in Spanish tweets during November 2019.
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SSRI mentions Frequency

Prozac 998

Fluoxetina 756

Sertralina 542

Escitalopram 248

Citta 210

Citalo 109
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Paroxetina 69

Pram 49

Fluvoxamina 40

Citalopram 33

Seroxat 22

Eleval 21

Lexapro 20
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Opra 18

Casbol 14

Ariale 11

Zoloft 9

Altruline 9

Paxil 7

Akarin 7
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Heipram 4

Aremis 4

Cimal 3

Tiarix 2

Seretran 2

Dominium

2

Citox

2
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Atenix

2

Aserin

2

Talam

1

Dalsam

1

Celexa

1

In a second step, we crawled the public Twitter timelines of the 3,138 users (until 3,200 most recent
tweets for each user).  Given that retweets are not useful  to  analyze the linguistic  behavior of a
particular  user,  the third step consisted of  excluding the retweets  and checking if  the remaining
tweets of each timeline included the mention of at least one SSRI. 1,800 users were excluded by this
filter,  leaving  a  total  of  1,338  Twitter  users.  We obtained  3,791,609 tweets  after  compiling  the
timelines from these 1,338 users. From these timelines, 4,872 tweets mentioning at least one of the
SSRIs from the list were automatically detected. These 4,872 tweets were independently reviewed by
two experts, a psychologist  and a family physician,  both with clinical experience.  These experts
manually selected the tweets that suggested that the user who posted the tweet was taking an SSRI
on the date of posting. Examples of these tweets are shown in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Examples of positive and negative tweets suggesting about taking an SSRI.

Positive examples:

- “Eso de tener sueños raros debido a la fluoxetina se está saliendo de control.”

(“Having odd dreams due to fluoxetine is getting out of control”)
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- “Yo tomo sertralina, como me lo receta el doctor y aún así a veces siento que el

mundo donde estoy no es para mi. Ese susto esa angustia esas ganas de correr

es algo que sólo el que lo padece lo entiende” 

(“I take sertraline as my doctor prescribes it to me and, even so, sometimes I

feel that the world I’m living in is not for me. This fear this anxiety this desire

to run out is something that only who suffers from it can understand”)

Negative examples:

- “Ella debería tomar prozac, como Tic Tac”

(“She should take prozac, like Tic Tac” (a candy brand))

- “La  Paroxetina  es  un  medicamento  que  pertenece  a  la  familia  de  los

antidepresivos  inhibidores  de  la  recaptación  de  la  serotonina  ¡Conoce más

sobre él!”

(“Paroxetine is a drug that belongs to the antidepressant family of serotonin

reuptake inhibitors. Find out more about it!”)

 

The agreement between reviewers was 93.3% (4,537/4,872) with a Cohen’s Kappa score equal to
0.68, indicating that there was a substantial agreement between raters. The reviewers discussed and
reached a consensus on the classification of the 335 tweets they classified differently. Finally, we
obtained a total number of 518 tweets with one or more SSRI mentions, suggesting that the users
who posted these tweets were taking an SSRI at the moment of posting. These tweets corresponded
to 279 different users. Therefore, these users had two characteristics: first, the tweets of their timeline
included at least one mention of SSRIs and, second, the text of tweets mentioning SSRIs suggested
that the user was taking the antidepressant. In addition, we analyzed the tweets posted by each user
that belonged to the two datasets (in-treatment and unknown-treatment, see Fig. 1) by trying different
minimum numbers of tweets per dataset (10, 30, 60 and 100 tweets) in order to include a user in the
study. 10 tweets contained few information in terms of number of words or posting characteristics. In
the case of 60 and 100 tweets, the number of users included dropped dramatically. For this reason,
we applied a requirement of a minimum of 30 tweets in both  in-treatment and  unknown-treatment

datasets to keep the balance between the number of tweets and the number of users to be included in
the study. After applying this requirement, 187 users were finally included in the study. The complete
timelines of these users were compiled totalizing 668,842 tweets, which were reduced to 482,338
once retweets were removed. Out of these, 168,369 more tweets were excluded because they were
posted  on dates  located  outside the periods  that  qualified a  tweet  for  being  included in the  in-

treatment or  the  unknown-treatment datasets.  Finally,  57,525  tweets  were  included  in  the  in-

treatment dataset and 256,444 in the unknown-treatment dataset.

Data Analysis

The  two  datasets  of  tweets,  in-treatment and  unknown-treatment,  were  compared  in  order  to
determine the existence of behavioral and linguistic differences between the tweets generated by the
users in each period. The features that were analyzed are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Features of the tweets analyzed.

Features Analyses performed
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Distribution over time Tweets per hour
Tweets during daytime vs. night 
Tweets per day
Tweets during weekdays vs. weekend

Length

Number  of  characters
Number of words

Part of Speech (POS) Number of words by grammatical categories (part-of speech
tags)

Emotions analysis

Frequencies of emotion types

Negations

Frequencies of negation words 

Polarity

Polarity of tweets on the basis of Spanish Sentiment Lexicon 

Paired  data  statistical  significance  tests  (paired  t-tests)  were  carried  out  whenever  possible.
Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate was applied as multiple testing correction analysis [64].
The p-values provided incorporate it.

The  textual  content  of  each  tweet  was  analyzed  using  the  same methodology  and  tools  of  our
previous study [49]. The textual content of each tweet was analyzed by means of the following steps:

- Tokenization  performed based on a customized Twitter  tokenizer  included in the  Natural
Language Toolkit [65].

- Part-of-Speech  (POS)  tagging  performed  by  means  of  the  Freeling  Natural  Language
Processing tool in order to analyze the usage patterns of grammatical categories, such as
verbs, nouns, pronouns, adverbs and adjectives, in the text of tweets [66].

- Identification of negations performed by building upon a customized list of Spanish negation
expressions, such as nada (nothing), nadie (nobody), no (no), nunca (never), and alike.
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- Identification of positive and negative words inside the text of each tweet using the Spanish
Sentiment Lexicon [67]. 

- Identification of words and expressions associated to emotions, such as happiness,  anger,
fear, disgust, surprise and sadness [68] by using the Spanish Emotion Lexicon [69]. 

The statistical analyses were carried out using Python 3.7, the Tweepy, Scipy, NLTK libraries, and R
version  3.6.2  (Development  Core  Team)  including  the  R  ´psych´  package  1.9.12.31.  All  the
aforementioned software tools are publicly available.

Ethical Approval

The protocol used in this study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of Parc Salut
Mar (approval number 2017/7234/1).

Results

Distribution Over Time

Several  types  of  distribution-over-time  analysis  were  performed  in  order  to  study  the  potential
influence  of  being in  in-treatment periods  in  comparison to  unknown-treatment ones.  The tweet
hours were adjusted by the users’ time zone.

The mean of the time period analyzed of all the users was 28.2 months (SD 24.7) and the mean of the
total number of tweets analyzed corresponding to  in-treatment periods was 307.6 (SD 336.0) and
1,371.4 (SD 748.2) in the case of unknown-treatment periods. The mean number of tweets per day
generated by users when they were in-treatment periods was 11.44 (SD 10.05); such number dropped
to  9.07  (SD 7.21)  in  the  unknown-treatment dataset  with  a  mean  difference  of  2.37  (SD 9.72)
between periods, which shows statistically significant differences between both datasets (t186=3.33; P
< .001).

Regarding the  tweets  posted  between 8:00 am and midnight  (daytime),  the  mean percentage  of
tweets posted during daytime was 64.30% (SD 14.83) when the users were in-treatment periods; this
percentage fell to 61.78% (SD 13.69) during the unknown-treatment periods, with a mean percentage
difference of 2.52% (SD 11.81), which implies statistically significant differences (t186=3.07;  P =

.004).

The mean number of tweets generated during the weekdays (from Monday to Friday) was 12.28 (SD
11.05)  when  in-treatment and  9.33  (SD  6.70)  in  the  unknown-treatment periods,  with  a  mean
difference  of  2.95  (SD  10.23)  and  statistically  significant  differences  between  both  datasets
(t186=3.93;  P <  .001).  In  relation to  the mean number  of  tweets  generated during  the weekends
(Saturday and Sunday), it was 9.35 (SD 9.31) in the in-treatment period and 8.41 (SD 9.82) in the
unknown-treatment period,  with  a  mean  difference  of  0.94  (SD 10.92)  that  implies  statistically
significant  differences  between both datasets  (t186=1.18;  P =  .23).  Concerning the  percentage  of
tweets posted throughout the weekdays, the mean percentage over these days was 75.95% (SD 9.17)
when the users were  in-treatment; such percentage went down to 74.40% (SD 5.31) in  unknown-

treatment period,  with a mean percentage difference of 1.56% (SD 8.9) that  implies statistically
significant differences between the two periods (t186=2.39; P =  .018). 
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Length
The average number of characters per tweet was 88.03 (SD 30.74) and 85.19 (SD

28.82) in the  in-treatment and  unknown-treatment datasets respectively, with a

mean  difference  of  2.84  (SD  17.70)  and  statistically  significant  differences

between both periods (t186=2.19; P = .03). As for the number of words per tweet,

the mean was 15.68 (SD 5.75) in the in-treatment dataset and 15.09 (SD 5.20) in

the  unknown-treatment dataset,  with a  mean difference of  0.59 (SD 3.54) and

statistically significant differences (t186=2,28; P = .02).

Links and mentions to other users

The mean percentages of tweets that include at least one link were 23.10 (SD

16.16) and 23.27 (SD 15.29) in the in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets

respectively, with a mean difference of -0.17 (SD 10.94), a difference that is not

statistically significant (t186= -0.23; P = .82). Regarding the mean percentages of

tweets that include at least one mention to another Twitter user were 45.79 (SD

24.77) and 43.52 (SD 24.71) in the in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets

respectively,  with  a  mean  difference  of  2.27  (SD  12.13),  which  is  statistically

significant  (t186=  2.56;  P  =  .011).

Part-of-Speech
As for the analysis of the number of words by grammatic category (i.e. Part-of-

Speech)  in  each  tweet,  we  also  compared  the  in-treatment and  unknown-

treatment datasets.  The  mean  percentage  of  words  per  grammatical  category

over  the  total  number  of  words  in  each  dataset  is  shown  in  Table  4.  We

considered the most relevant lexical POS such as verbs, nouns, pronouns, adverbs

and adjectives, excluding conjunctions, interjections, punctuations, determiners,

adpositions,  numbers  or  dates.

Table  4.  Percentages  of  Part-of-Speech  (POS)  words  comparing  in-treatment and  unknown-
treatment datasets.

Type of
POS

  Mean of
percentages
in-treatment

Mean of percentages
unknown-treatment

Mean of
differences

SD of
differences

Paired
t-test

p-value

Verbs 18.50 18.20 0.3 1.28 3.15 .002

Nouns 19.50 19.94 -0.44 2.57 -2.35 .020

Pronouns 9.19 8.93 0.26 1.33 2.61 .010

Adverbs 6.42 6.36 0.06 0.84 0.97 .335
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Adjectives 6.05 6.21 -0.16 0.95 -2.34 .020

Regarding  the  different  types  of  pronouns,  the  mean  percentages  of  personal

pronouns in each dataset are shown and compared in Table 5.  

Table 5.  Mean percentages of personal pronouns comparing  in-treatment and  unknown-treatment
datasets

Personal 
pronouns

Mean of
percentages
in-treatment

Mean of percentages
unknown-treatment

Mean of
differences

SD of
differences

Paired
t-test

p-value

1st person
singular

49.50 47.80 1.7 8.68 2.67 .008

2nd person
singular

14.77 16.07 -1.3 6.17 -2.88 .004

3th person
singular

22.13 22.86 -0.73 5.79 -1.72 .08

1st person
plural

3.44 3.43 0.01 3.43 0.04 .96

2nd person
plural

0.998 0.9998 0 1.22 -0.01 .98

3th person
plural

5.60 5.39 0.21 3.68 0.77 .44

Emotion  Analysis
The  mean  percentages  of  the  different  emotions  obtained  using  the  Spanish

Sentiment Lexicon on the tweets posted in the two periods, are shown in Table 6.

Table 6.  Mean percentages of different emotions comparing  in-treatment and  unknown-treatment
datasets 

Emotion
Mean of

percentages
in-treatment

Mean of percentages
unknown-treatment

Mean of
differences

SD of
differences

Paired
t-test

p-value

Happiness 26.93 25.94 0.99 5.82 2.32 .02

Sadness 10.01 9.76 0.25 4.20 0.81 .41

Fear 3.20 3.02 0.18 1.94 1.23 .21

Anger 5.52 5.20 0.32 2.71 1.62 .11

Disgust 3.11 3.06 0.05 1.97 0.38 .69
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Surprise 5.59 5.06 -1.47 2.42 2.98 .003

Negation Analysis

The mean percentages of tweets, among all users, that included one or more negation words were
27.66  (SD  10.54)  and  26.59  (SD  9.87)  for  the  in-treatment and  unknown-treatment datasets
respectively, with a mean difference of 1.07 (SD 6.99), which is statistically significant (t186= 2.10; P
= .037).

Polarity Analysis 
As for the polarity of tweets, the percentage of occurrences, among all users, of one or more positive
words inside the text of each tweet over total was 15.13% (SD 6.56) in the in-treatment dataset and
14.50% (SD 5,43) in the  unknown-treatment dataset, with a mean percentage difference of 0.63%
(SD 5.22) (t186= 1.66;  P = .09). The percentage of one or more negative words in each tweet over
total was 7.97% the in-treatment dataset (SD 4.40) and 7.54% (SD 3.52) in the unknown-treatment

dataset, with a mean percentage difference of 0.43% (SD 3.58) (t186= 1.64; P = .10). No statistically
significant  differences  were  detected  in  this  analysis.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Social media platforms in general and Twitter in particular, may provide useful information on how
patients  respond when they receive  a  pharmacological  treatment,  as  has  been shown in  several
studies in which social media can be used as a complementary source of pharmacovigilance and
monitoring [34,70]. In this study we analyzed the tweets of users who mentioned they were taking
antidepressant drugs, in particular SSRIs, with the aim of detecting behavioral changes when they are
more  likely  to  be  in  treatment  in  comparison to  periods  in  which  they  are  less  likely  to  be  in
treatment (“in-treatment” vs. “unknown-treatment” periods). 

The results  of the present study show that,  in general,  Twitter  users significantly increased their
activity of posting tweets during the in-treatment periods. This increase was more pronounced during
weekdays in comparison to weekends. We also observed a significantly greater proportion of tweets
posted during the daytime during the  in-treatment periods.  These results  are consistent  with the
results  of our previous paper [49] in which we observed that the control group without signs of
depression showed more tweet posting activity than the group of users with signs of depression,
especially during the daytime and the weekdays. These results are also consistent with another paper
that described the behavior in social media of people with self-reported depression [41], as well as
with a study on the diurnal mood variation of patients suffering from major depressive disorder [71].
In  summary,  we  can  state  that  when  considering  the  tweet  posting  activity,  the  behavior  of
individuals suffering from depression becomes closer to the general population when they are in
treatment with SSRI.

Likewise, the average number of characters and words per tweet were significantly higher when the
Twitter users were in treatment with SSRI, a finding that again points towards an increase on the
activity of these treated users. In addition, the increase in the number of mentions per tweet can
reflect a greater interest in interacting with other people. All these changes may be due to some
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improvement in their anhedonic symptomatology because of the medication.

Regarding the linguistic analysis, we observed quantitatively slight changes between the in-treatment
and the unknown-treatment periods, although in some cases they are statistically significant. These
slight  findings  are  not  easily  interpretable.  In  general,  given that  the  style  of  writing  of  people
suffering from depression is characterized by the self-focus attention, which is associated to negative
emotional states and psychological distancing in order to connect with others [72], we can conclude
that when the studied subjects were in treatment they improved some traits related to their posting
activity as previously mentioned but, at the same time, their language maintained the features of
people suffering from depression without a clear influence of the medication.

Emotions is another important aspect that characterizes people suffering from depression and they
were consequently analyzed. When the users were in treatment, they showed small but statistically
significant  improvements  in  the  happiness  and  surprise  emotions,  but  not  in  sadness  or  other
emotions (i.e. anger, fear and disgust). As for the number of negations, they slightly increased the use
of this these types of words during the  in-treatment period. However, the polarity analysis did not
show differences between both periods.  

The increased activity observed on Twitter when the users are likely to be in treatment with SSRIs,
can  be  linked to  an  improved emotional  status  in  their  happiness  and surprise  emotions.  These
changes  are  consistent  with  our  previous  observations  on  mood  states  of  Twitter  users  without
depression compared to depressive ones [49]. However, the traits that are related to the language, as
indicated by the  POS analysis  and the use  of  negations,  maintained a  similar  profile  to  that  of
subjects with depression,  independently of the pharmacological treatment detected.  These results
denote that  users  with depression who are taking SSRIs  show some mood improvements  while
receiving antidepressant treatment, but at the same time maintain an altered language pattern, which
may be indicative of incomplete recovery.

On the basis of our statistically significant results, we may state that Twitter timelines can be used as
complementary  tool  to  monitor  subjects  in  order  to  detect  adherence  to  treatment,  which  is  an
important problem in this kind of patients. Adherence to treatment is essential for disease remission
[73-76]. According to some studies, it  is common that patients suffering from depression do not
maintain  the  duration  of  antidepressant  treatment  that  is  clinically  recommended  [4,18,77].  In
summary, the follow-up of behavioral and language changes in users’ Twitter timelines can be useful
for monitoring the evolution of the depressive symptoms and the effect of the treatments.

Limitations and Future Directions

This type of studies in general, and this one in particular, presents some limitations. For instance, we
considered tweets written in Spanish and from public Twitter users’ timelines and these users may be
not representative of the general population or from people suffering from depression [33,49,78,79].
Some studies have shown that the Twitter users are often urban people with high levels of education,
and they are generally younger than the general population [33,49,78,80,81]. We should also take
into  account  that  SSRIs  are  used in  different  types  of  depressive  disorders  and in  other  mental
conditions. Moreover, we have no information about if these drugs were taken in the context of a
prescribed medical treatment or as a result of an unappropriated self-medication decision. 

Another limitation may be related with the fact that Twitter users who share their personal drug
intake may use words or expressions not included in the list of drug names employed in this study for
streaming tweets, even though we tried to be exhaustive in the list of names used. Twitter texts are
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informal and limited by the number of characters and it is common the inclusion of abbreviations,
errors or slang language [33,45]. All these issues can make difficult the automatic extraction of drug
mentions and link them to a formal lexicon [28,30,50,53,55]. Unlike clinical records that could be
linked to domain resources, the lack of lay vocabularies related to health concepts and terminologies
hinder the processing of social media texts [55]. In addition, the results obtained may depend on the
particular drugs selected for the study [33], as well as on the periods of time set up for classifying the
tweets into the in-treatment and in unknown-treatment datasets. On the basis of the strategy applied
for defining the groups of tweets to be compared (tweets generated just after mentions to SSRI intake
vs. tweets generated in periods far from any mention to the SSRI intake), there is some chance of
misclassification (it is likely that not all the tweets in first group have been generated by users under
actual SSRI treatment, and it is probable that some tweets of the second group have been generated
by users under SSRI treatment).

Furthermore, we must take into account that data from social media posts use to contain irrelevant
information. Although the proportion of useful information for the specific research purpose can be
quite limited, it constitutes a useful starting point [28,30,51,53]. In this scenario the human curation
of tweets is a necessary step in this kind of analyses [34]. Even so, due to the different nuances that a
tweet can involve, it is not easy to detect real drug intakes or first-hand experiences [24,46,52].

Conclusions

Social media can be used to monitor the health status of people and, in particular, to detect symptoms
or features related to diseases or health conditions by means of the analysis of the users’ behavior and
language  on social  media  platforms.  Moreover,  the  detection  of  changes  in  symptoms  or  other
features  when  patients  are  taking  medications,  can  provide  interesting  insights  for  monitoring
pharmacological treatments, as well as for following up the evolution of the disease, detecting side-
effects or providing information related to the treatment adherence. The changes in some features,
such as the decrease of the activity on Twitter or the length of tweets, the increase of self-focus
through the use of the first-person singular  pronoun,  and changes in  the happiness  and surprise
emotions could be used as complementary tools to detect the worsening of the psychological status
of users suffering from depression, as well as to perceive the lack of adherence to treatment. This
information may be especially useful in patients suffering from chronic diseases who are receiving
long-term treatments,  as  is  the  case of  mental  disorders  in  general  and depression in  particular.
However,  it  is  not  possible  to  determine  the  specific  reasons  why  the  individuals  change  their
behavior and language on social media platforms in the framework of a disease and its treatment
without performing a clinical assessment. Overall, this study shows the relevance of monitoring the
behavioral and linguistic changes in the tweets of persons taking antidepressants. These changes are
likely to be influenced by the diverse stages of the disease and the therapeutic effects of the treatment
that these Twitter users are receiving, opening a new line of research to better understand and follow
up depression through social media.
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “The truth is rarely pure and never simple” 

                                                               Oscar Wilde 
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5.1. Overview 
 

Given the heterogeneous nature of this depressive disorders 

and the variability of symptoms among the individuals suffering from 

them, the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of the depressive 

disorders is a complicated task, which result in a great number of 

depressive disorder cases that are undetected or inadequately treated 

(Cassano & Fava, 2002; Nambisan et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015). 

For these reasons and taking into account that people diagnosed with 

depression are increasing worldwide, new strategies for detecting and 

monitoring this disease would be very useful, including the use of 

social media platforms as a source of health information.  

 

As have been shown in previous studies on Twitter (Cavazos 

et al., 2016; De Choudhury, Counts, Horvitz, 2013; De Choudhury, 

Gamon, Counts et al., 2013; Mowery et al. 2017; Nambisan et al., 

2015; Park et al., 2012; Reece et al.; 2017; Wilson & Valstar, 2014).) 

and our own ones carried out in the present thesis, users share 

personal information including health data. In addition, Twitter may 

provide useful information on how patients respond when they 

receive a pharmacological treatment, and for this reason it can be 

used as a complementary source of pharmacovigilance and 

monitoring (Carbonell et al., 2015; Freifeld et al., 2014). In the 

present thesis, we have analyzed the behavioral and linguistic 

patterns of tweets in the Spanish language that suggest signs of 

depression with the aim of supporting Twitter as a complementary 

health source of information to detect and monitor depressive 
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patients. These technologies can provide diverse advantages such as 

performing a large-scale and remote assessment, helping 

professionals the management of these patients and giving the 

opportunity to monitor and support them continuously (Morales, 

2018).  

 
 
5.2. Big Data: Challenges and perspectives in the 
context of social media and psychiatric 
conditions  
 

Big Data is a concept that describes a new generation of 

technologies that allow us to extract valuable information from 

massive data volumes and types. According to the International 

Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) Working Group on Data 

Mining and Big Data Analytics, Big Data can be defined as data 

whose scale, diversity, and complexity require new architecture, 

techniques, algorithms, and analytics to manage it and extract value 

and hidden knowledge from it (Bellazi, 2014; Mayer, 2016). 

 

In the last few years an increasing interest in obtaining health 

information from sources beyond electronic health records has found 

Big Data an ally. As it was previously mentioned, social media 

platforms are one of the most important sources of massive data that 

contain useful health information. Social media can be considered a 

new complementary channel of health information, and although it is 

generally of much lower quality, the huge amount of data that is 
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available in these environments can facilitate the development of 

several activities such as health promotion, disease surveillance and 

pharmacovigilance.   

 

There are several issues related to the use of social media as 

a source of health information from the Big Data analytics point of 

view. From the technical side, we should take into account that the 

information is very heterogeneous and requires a previous 

preparation process to allows its fruitful analysis. In addition, the 

quality and completeness of the data may widely vary, which can 

affect its interpretation and the knowledge derived from the analysis. 

Besides, it is critical to make use of the appropriate methodologies 

and analytic tools to manage and interpret this type of data. 

Additionally, when mining health personal Big Data, potential 

conflicts related to data privacy and protection may arise, taking into 

account that personal health data is considered a very sensitive type 

of information. Legal and ethical issues constitute important aspects 

in the context of Big Data research.  In this scenario, several 

guidelines and recommendations of good practices regarding health-

related data have been drawn up (Australian Medical Association 

Council, 2020; British Medical Association, 2018; World Medical 

Association, 2017), although there is not yet a general agreement 

among health professionals on how some situations that arise when 

social media data are analyzed should be managed (Brown, 2010; 

Thompson et al., 2011). 
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Our results show that the tweets of depressive users present 

different behavioral patterns and linguistic features, even when their 

tweets are not related to depression. The behavioral patterns of 

depressive users indicate that they are more active during the night in 

comparison to the rest of the Tweeter users, suggesting that they 

increase their posting activity in this period of time due to insomnia, 

which is one of the most frequent symptoms of depression, as other 

studies pointed out (De Choudhury, Gamon, Counts et al., 2013). In 

addition, the daily mood changes, such as the morning and evening 

worsening that are characteristic common in several forms of 

depression, could justify the lower activity of the depressive users 

during day hours (Morris et al., 2007). Moreover, the depressive 

users presented a more regular activity throughout the week, with an 

increased activity during the weekend in comparison with the rest of 

the users. This trend may be related to the lowered social activity of 

the people suffering from depressive disorders, having a reduced 

participation in social leisure activities during the weekend and 

spending more time at home, sharing their feelings and thoughts on 

social media platforms (Cavazos-Rehg, 2016). On the other hand, 

when considering the tweet posting activity, the behavior of 

individuals suffering from depression in treatment with SSRI 

becomes closer to that of the general population. 

 

On the other hand, our findings suggest that the language of 

people suffering from depression is characterized by a different style 

of writing that some authors describe as poorly structured, indicating 

less interest in what surrounds them, people, objects, or things (De 
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Choudhury et al., 2016). Consistent with many previous studies 

(Bucci & Freedman, 1981; De Choudhury, Gamon, Counts et al., 

2013; Pavalanathan & De Choudhury, 2015; Pyszczynski & 

Greenberg, 1987; Rude et al., 2004; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2009), 

the use of first-person singular pronoun is more frequent among 

depressive users, demonstrating the attention to self-focus associated 

with the negative emotional states of depression and the reduced 

attentional resources, highlighting the psychological distancing to 

connect with others (Pennebaker & Mehl, 2003). Based on the 

characteristic of tweets, it is possible to detect potentials depressed 

users on Twitter (De Choudhury, Counts & Horvitz, 2013).  

The negatively focused emotion language, which is typical in 

depressive patients and feelings is detected by means of the frequent 

presence of negation words in the tweets of depressed users, as 

previously pointed out by other authors (Bernard et al., 2016; 

Ramirez-Esparza et al., 2008; Rude et al., 2004; Pyszczynski & 

Greenberg, 1987). Therefore, language can be used as a measure of 

different individual features since people’s word choice is stable over 

time and consistent across topics or context and, consequently, 

language style appears to be a useful predictor of depression (De 

Choudhury, Gamon, Counts et al., 2013; Pavalanathan & De 

Choudhury, 2015). Moreover, the tweets posted by people suffering 

from depression contain a smaller number of characters and this 

might be related to reduced interest and poorer language.  

In many mental health conditions and, particularly, when 

people are suffering from depression, emotions are one of the key 
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aspects. The self-focus state that characterizes depression is 

associated with negative emotions (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007; 

Pennebaker et al., 2003; Sonnenschein et al., 2018). Regarding 

negative emotions, we observed an increase in the frequency of 

words related to sadness, which was also observed in other studies 

(Park et al., 2012; Pavalanathan & De Choudhury 2015; 

Sonnenschein et al., 2018); anger, due to this patients tend to feel 

irritable, wronged, or angry at the world (Cavazos-Rehg et al., 2016; 

Pavalanathan & De Choudhury, 2015; Painuly et al., 2005; Park et 

al., 2012) and disgust, an emotion that is known to be associated with 

the depressive disorders (Neacsiu et al., 2018). People suffering from 

depression tend to focus more on negative aspects of their life, and 

this is reflected in the negative polarity of the words used in their 

tweets posted, as previous studies have shown (De Choudhury, 

Gamon, Counts et al., 2013; Pavalanathan & De Choudhury, 2015).  

 

In summary, Twitter timelines can be used as a 

complementary tool to detect people suffering from depression all 

well as to monitor the evolution of the depressive symptoms, as well 

as the effect and adherence to treatment, which is essential for disease 

remission and it is an important problem in this type of patients 

(Anghelescu et al., 2006; Martin-Vazquez, 2016; De las Cuevas et 

al., 2014).  
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5.3. Future prospects 
 

There are diverse opportunities and challenges regarding the 

analysis of social media data with health-related purposes. First, 

additional research might be carried out to examine specific 

depression types and determine if there are social media features that 

can contribute to classifying users or tweets to the different diagnosis 

of depression (Reece et al., 2017). Second, the possible relationship 

between depression and seasonality could be of interest for future 

studies in the context of monitoring Twitter activity (Alverez-Mon et 

al., 2018). Moreover, the development of studies in which 

clinical records’ information and social media data are linked 

allowing us to analyse the existence of significant relationships, in 

which patients potentially modify the features of posting on social 

media depending on the clinical progress they experience. In this 

sense, the detection of some changes on social media can predict the 

onset of particular symptoms (e.g., suicidal ideation). 

 

As we have detected in this thesis, the studies based on the 

analysis of social media platforms such as Twitter, presents some 

limitations. For instance, we considered tweets written in Spanish 

and from public Twitter users’ timelines and these users may be not 

representative of the general population or from people suffering 

from depression (Eichstaedt et al., 2015; Lardon et al., 2018; Pierce 

et al., 2017; Sadah et al., 2015). Moreover, some studies have shown 

that the Twitter users are often urban people with high levels of 

education, and they are generally younger than the general population 
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(Lardon et al., 2018; Paul & Drezde; 2014; Sadah et al., 2015; 

YomTov et al., 2015). On the other hand, without clinically assessing 

the people declaring depression in their Tweeter profile, there is no 

way to verify if the diagnosis is genuine or if they suffer from another 

mental disorder.  

 
It is important to highlight that the approach and 

methodologies used in this thesis were multidisciplinary, including 

the collaborative participation of mental health professionals and 

bioinformaticians, essential collaboration to achieve the objectives 

proposed. These collaborations are essential to face some of mental 

disorders’ main' challenges by using digital technology (Birnbaum et 

al., 2017). By means of interdisciplinary collaborations, it is possible 

to develop digital apps (Huguet et al., 2016) and web services 

(Justicia et al., 2017) providing personalized alerts and psychosocial 

support in the mental health domain, making the most of Mobile 

Health. The introduction of these methods and tools for the automatic 

detection of signals of depression on social media platforms, has the 

potential of being used as complementary instruments for the 

assessment of these patients, assisting healthcare professionals in the 

detection and monitoring of mental health disorders. Likewise, it is 

critical to develop studies in which clinical information and social 

media data are linked in order to get a complete health picture of 

patients, inside and outside clinical environments.  

 

The results of the studies carried out in this thesis will 

contribute to the growing body of scientific literature that analyzes 
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the messages posted on social media using languages other than 

English, which is very important taking into account that the great 

majority of the world population does not use English as primary 

language for the verbal communication. The thorough list of words 

in Spanish used by patients suffering from depression in clinical 

environments and that was scored by health professionals, is publicly 

available in GitHub at https://cutt.ly/ThTHrkG. Finally, the dataset 

of curated tweets that was created in one of the studies described in 

the results section can be used as a source of information for 

performing machine learning procedures. This curated and 

anonymized dataset is publicly available in Kaggle at 

https://cutt.ly/RhTGEdU. These procedures can be used to train 

mathematical algorithms in order to perform semi-supervised 

experiments that will allow computational systems to learn automatic 

identification and classification of massive datasets, with the aim of 

being used to detect tweets and Tweeter users with depressive 

features and behaviors. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “You only live once, but if you do it right, 

once is enough” 

                                                                  Mae West 
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1. We have proved, for the first time, that several behavioral and 

linguistic features of the tweets in Spanish can be used as a 

complementary tool to detect signals of depression of their 

authors, corroborating and extending the findings obtained by 

studies carried out on English tweets.  

 

2. We have demonstrated that Twitter users who are potentially 

suffering from depression significantly modify the traits of 

their language, independently from the fact that the tweets are 

related or not related to the direct expression of depression. 

 
3. We have shown that the analysis of social media posts related 

to depression requires to consider not only their linguistic 

features, but also behavioral patterns, such as the activity over 

time or the length of tweets. 

 

4. We have shown that changes in the language and other 

features of posts on social media when users are taking 

medications, can provide interesting new insights for 

monitoring the pharmacological treatments of depression. 

 

5. Two publicly available resources have been created, on the 

one hand, a thorough list of words used by patients suffering 

from depression, and on the other hand, a curated dataset of 

tweets indicative of depression, which can be used as a basis 

for developing new studies and strategies for the analysis of 

depression on Twitter in the Spanish language. 
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6. We have shown that the introduction of new strategies and 

methods for the automatic detection of signals of depression 

on social media platforms, such as Twitter, has the potential 

of being used as a complementary tool for the follow-up of 

depression patients and their pharmacological treatment. 
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Appendix 4: Spanish stopwords 
 
 
un, una, unas, unos, uno, sobre, todo, también, tras, otro, algún, 

alguno, alguna, algunos, algunas, ser, es, soy, eres, somos, sois, estoy, 

esta, estamos, estáis, están, cómo, en, para, atrás, porque, por qué, 

estado, estaba, ante, antes, siendo, ambos, pero, por, poder, puede, 

puedo, podemos, podéis, pueden, fui, fue, fuimos, fueron, hacer, 

hago, hace, hacemos, hacéis, hacen, cada, fin, incluso, primero desde, 

conseguir, consigo, consigue, consigues, conseguimos, consiguen, ir, 

voy, va, vamos, vais, van, vaya, bueno, ha, tener, tengo, tiene, 

tenemos, tenéis, tienen, el, la, lo, las, los, su, aquí, mío, tuyo, ellos, 

ellas, nos, nosotros, vosotros, vosotras, dentro, solo, solamente, 

saber, sabes, sabe, sabemos, sabéis, saben, último, largo, bastante, 

haces, muchos, aquellos, aquellas, sus, entonces, tiempo, verdad, 

verdadero, verdadera, cierto, ciertos, cierta, ciertas, intentar, intento, 

intenta, intentas, intentamos, intentais, intentan, dos, bajo, arriba, 

encima, usar, uso, usas, usa, usamos, usais, usan, emplear, empleo, 

empleas, emplean, ampliamos, empleais, valor, muy, era, eras, 

éramos, eran, modo, bien, cual, cuando, donde, mientras, quien, con, 

entre, sin, trabajo, trabajar, trabajas, trabaja, trabajamos, trabajáis, 

trabajan, podria, podrias, podríamos, podrían, podriais, yo, aquel, y, 

a, e, i, o, u. 
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Appendix 5: e-mail sent to psychiatrics and 
family physicians inviting them to participate in 
the questionnaire on words used by depressed 
patients in clinical environments 
 
In Catalan 
 
Benvolguts companys, 
 
Ens posem en contacte amb vosaltres per demanar la vostra 
col·laboració en l'estudi “EMRedesS: Malalties mentals a les Xarxes 
Socials”, que s'està duent a terme des del Research Programme on 
Biomedical Informatics (GRIB) del Departament de Ciències 
Experimentals i de la Salut (DCEXS-UPF) en col·laboració amb el 
Hospital del Mar, i que ha estat aprovat pel Comitè Ètic de Recerca 
Clínica del Parc Salut Mar. 
 
L'objectiu d'aquest estudi és caracteritzar, mitjançant l'anàlisi dels 
missatges en Twitter i/o Facebook en espanyol, la presència de 
subjectes amb trets o símptomes de depressió. 
 
Per a això ens seria de gran utilitat si poguéssiu avaluar el llistat de 
paraules inclòs en l'arxiu adjunt a aquest missatge, en funció de la 
freqüència d'ús d'aquestes paraules per part dels pacients a l'hora de 
descriure i verbalitzar el seu trastorn depressiu, segons la vostra 
experiència. En una escala d'1 a 5, es tractaria de puntuar aquestes 
paraules en funció de la freqüència d'ús: 
 
1 Mai  
2 Rarament  
3 Ocasionalment  
4 Freqüentment 
5 Molt freqüentment 
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D'aquesta forma, per exemple si puntuem amb un 1 una paraula 
determinada, estarem indicant que en la nostra experiència, mai ha 
estat utilitzada pels nostres pacients.  
 
Així mateix, us agrairíem si a més poguéssiu incloure algunes frases 
o expressions que els pacients utilitzen en la consulta a l'hora de 
descriure els seus símptomes o estat d'ànim en relació a la depressió. 
Això pot ocórrer tant en paraules freqüentment utilitzades com en 
aquelles que mai solen utilitzar-se. Per exemple: “anhedònia” es 
podria puntuar amb un 1 perquè mai s'utilitza, però en canvi es poden 
expressar mitjançant frases com: “tot m'és igual”, “gens m'interessa” 
o “gens em fa il·lusió”.  
 
Una vegada finalitzada l'avaluació, us agrairíem que enviéssiu l'arxiu 
a Angela Leis, email: angela.leis@upf.edu, si es possible abans del 
30 de setembre. No dubteu a contactar amb ella per a qualsevol dubte 
que us pot sorgir. 
 
Moltes gràcies per la vostra col·laboració. 
 
 
In Spanish 
 
Apreciados compañeros, 
 
Nos ponemos en contacto con vosotros para pedir vuestra 
colaboración en el estudio “EMRedesS: Enfermedades mentales en 
las Redes Sociales”, que se está llevando a cabo desde el Research 
Programme on Biomedical Informatics (GRIB) del Departamento de 
Ciencias Experimentales y de la Salud (DCEXS-UPF) en 
colaboración con el Hospital del Mar, y que ha sido aprobado por el 
Comité Ético de Investigación Clínica del Parc Salut Mar. 
 
El objetivo de este estudio es caracterizar, mediante el análisis de los 
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mensajes en Twitter y/o Facebook en español, la presencia de sujetos 
con rasgos o síntomas de depresión. 
 
Para ello nos sería de gran utilidad si pudierais evaluar el listado de 
palabras incluido en el archivo adjunto a este mensaje en función de 
la frecuencia de uso de dichas palabras por parte de los pacientes a la 
hora de describir y verbalizar su trastorno depresivo, según vuestra 
experiencia. En una escala de 1 a 5, se trataría de puntuar dichas 
palabras en función de la frecuencia de uso: 
  
1 Nunca  
2 Raramente  
3 Ocasionalmente  
4 Frecuentemente 
5 Muy frecuentemente 
 
De esta forma, por ejemplo, si puntuamos con un 1 una palabra 
determinada, estaremos indicando que en nuestra experiencia, nunca 
ha sido utilizada por nuestros pacientes.  
 
Asimismo, os agradeceríamos si además pudieras incluir algunas 
frases o expresiones que los pacientes utilizan en la consulta a la hora 
de describir sus síntomas o estado de ánimo en relación con la 
depresión. Esto puede ocurrir tanto en palabras frecuentemente 
utilizadas como en aquellas que nunca suelen utilizarse. Por ejemplo: 
“anhedonia” se podría puntuar con un 1 porque nunca se utiliza, pero 
en cambio se pueden expresar mediante frases como: “todo me da 
igual”, “nada me interesa” o “nada me hace ilusión”.  
 
Una vez que finalizada vuestra evaluación, os agradeceríamos que 
enviarais el archivo a Angela Leis, email: angela.leis@upf.edu, si es 
posible antes del 30 de septiembre. No dudéis en contactar con ella 
para cualquier duda que os puede surgir.  
 
Muchas gracias por vuestra colaboración.  
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Appendix 6: Scores obtained in the questionnaire on 
words used by depressed patients in clinical settings 
 
The list of 255 words and their scores obtained in the questionnaire on 

words used by depressed patients in clinical settings are listed below and 

are available at GitHub for research purposes:   

https://github.com/angelaleism/WordsDepression 
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